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Quarterly Concriburors
Dr. Agnes M. Allen (<lepee 1924)
tt:aCh<."S i-:eo1-trnphy courst:s at the::: Arizon:t
Stat-!' Tc:'tchers Colle.i,:t- as well :is occasional class<:s in hi.story nnd philosophy
of <:duc:ltion. She received her 1:·astC'r's

dcgret: from the St:uc T eachers Colk:.g<:
Greelt)', Colo., and her Ph.D. ckgrc:::e at

:lt

Clark

Univcrsit)'·

Dr.

A l len

forrr:c rly

tr! ught in the SUH<: teilchers colleges d
Ch;H.lron. Neb.. ;ind Hattiesburg, Miss.,
a nd durin.i.; two summer sessions at Nornwl Uni ,•l·rsitr.
Prof. \V/. A . L. Beyer came to ISNU in
1909 as professor of poli tical science. He
heads t~:-t soci:11 science department. A
i;r.1duate of Ohio St:uc Un i versity, Pr~r.
l3c:-yc:r has atte!1ded Columbia University,
the Univcrs:t)' of Chicago, and th<.· Uni•

V-?rsity of Ill inois. As a speaker on tapics
of current int<:r<:st h<.· has been in, dcm::nd
for ,ri:1ny years.
Major .Edward M. Wones (d:ploma
1918) of the Medirnl Adminis1rn1ivc
Corps has been in t he ,Med ic,d D epa rt•
1111..'0t of the regular Army since 1917 and

advanced from the rank of privale to
that of major. At prcsl..'nl he is on dut)'
at he;1dq11;1rtcrs of the Sixth Corps Area.
Chica~o.
He is the father of Miss Hannrih Lucy
Wones, an ISNU sophomore.
Miss Katherine E. Carver was appointed
assistant professor o f Latin at Norm:ll
University in 1922. She was given e1ner•
it:1 rank last summ<:r but is te:1chi ng two
classes on the campus this fall. A graduate of the Valparaiso Normal School.
Cornell Univ-ersity, and the University of
Chicago, Miss Carver also attended the
U niversit)' of Wisconsin and the University of Illinois.
Harry J. Owens (diploma 1918) is advertising and editorial consu ltant at the
Lnk<.·side Press. Chirngo. He served ovcrs..:as during the \X'orld War and remained
in France to st udy after the: Armistice was
si~ned. As a writ<:r :ind editor for commcrci:1.I firms, he lrns spent the last twenty
}'ears.

Miss Sophia C. Camenisch (diploma
1901) t'!aches in the Chicago Teachers
Col lege, edi ts the Chicago Schools Journal, and is president of the English Club
of Greater Chicago. She was graduatt'd
from the Univc:rsity of Chica~o and Columbia Univl..'rsity after leaving Normal.
Principal of the Centra l Juni or H i1,!h
School. Los Angeles, Cal., and editor of
Our Sc.:hools, is Dr. M. E. Herriott. Common-Sense D riving and Pedestrian Rules
is the t it le of a recent textbook on s:ifcty
for secondary schools of whi ch he is the
author; and Physical Science, a senior
high school text b)' D r. Herriott, will be
published in 19-12.
Trave lt'r :ind author is F. A. Bcrtctti
(dc~rce 1927 ), principal of the Benld
High Schonl. Mr. Bert-etti has been guid ing Quarterly rc.tdcrs on a glt)be circuit
for the past year.
Editor of The Vidette is Gilbert Wilkinson, a senior at Illinois State Norma l
Universi ty from Ottawa. He is employed
in the publicity department and is a regul:i.r contributor to the Quarterly.
I N Tl-IE .P ICTURES. The photograph on
the cover w:is made when Queen B!tty
V onAllmen of the ISNU Homecoming
and her attendants participated in 1he
Hobo Parn<lt'. Upper ri{.;ht: Alumni re,;_i5ter :It the boolh mai ntained by the Stu·
dt:nt Council during Hom(.'Cotn in~ Festivities.
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RETROSPECTION
"Hello, IIYanda, lam JO glad to Jee yo11. When did yo11
get in? Did you have a nice vacation?".

This jumble of questions in the tones of a motherly
housewife lapped gently at the edges of my consciousness
above the whirr of a hair dryer.
"Oh, hello, Mn. Johmon. How are you? Do you k11ow
where I can 1·each Prank?n
The worried, strained tones of a younger voice penetrated my consciousness a little deeper, and I wondered
what could cause such anxiety in the voice of a co-ed.
0
/1ve ;111t Jeen my critic teacher and she wanls me to
hegin teaching at one o'clock, and all my notes are in a box
frank 11-ored for me. Oh, dear, I'm j11J1 Jcared to death.
How i11 the world can I teach? l do11't k11ow the fi,·11 thing
to do. I've j111t go/ to ue my notes on leaching 1 took last
year. Why did ,he pick 011 m, for a11yway?"

By this time my perusal of the latest movie magazine was
definitely interrupted, and I stifled an impulse to call out:
" Don't worry so much. The notes probably won't do you
a bit of good. Many people have felt scared about thei1
first student teaching and have lived through it. Just concentrate on your pupils and forget about yourself."

* * * *
At that moment, memory produced a back flash. It was
twenty-one years ago. Miss Dill.on had just told me I
would teach a geography lesson on Africa the next day.
She had given me the names of my pupils, indicated the
texts and maps to be used, showed me an outline of a plan
to make, and dismissed me with an encouraging smile; but
never before or since had such paralyzing stage fright
struck me. For the first time I wondered how and why I
had decided to be a school teacher. Where could I go for
help? Slowly my mind recalled the possible sources to
which I might turn. Oh, yes, hadn't we written a lesson
plan for Mr. Turner in General Methods Class last spring?
I rushed home, delved into the box of notes, papers, and
books reposing in my closet. No luck the first time nor the
second; but on a third desperate search, there it was. A
grade of 78 on the outside of the paper dampened my feeling of elation, but I opened it thinking: " H ere is something
I can go by even if Mr. Turner d idn't think it very good!"
I found the plan to be one for teaching Longfellow's The
Mid11ight Ride of Paul Revere. A perusal of .the steps I had
outlined gave me no idea to solve the present problem. I
could see no connection between a fifth grade and a fourth
grade class. What similarity could there possibly be between a lesson on a patriotic poem and an introduction to
the Continent of Africa? Sadly I put the plan back and
pushed the box into the closet.
Lunch offered a respite, but not for long. At least there
wasn't any possible excuse for further delay. Two/encils
were sharpened; a pile of paper was neatly arrange . I located the outline Miss Dillon had given me and p ropped it
against a pile of books. A fourth g rade geography was op-

byAgnesM.Allen

ened to a map of Africa; the light, adjusted to shine over
my left shoulder. No other assignments in my academic
career had been undertaken with such elaborate attention
to physical detail. I was thirsty, so a drink of water was
essential to my comfort. A broken finger nail demanded
care. At last there was absolutely nothing to do except to
sit down and face the task squarely!
The first topic in the outline-AJJig111ne111. Oh that
should be easy; just /ind the pages and make out some
questions about the subject matter. Then doubts aroseshould it be the assignment for tomorrow or the next day?
How much could fourth graders read in twenty minutes?
Finally, these problems were solved. Since tomorrow was
the first lesson, the assignment would have to be for the
next day. In that case, how d'd I know where we would
be ready to begin? Then how many pages could the class
be expected to read? I finally dec'ded eight pages was the
proper number- although I was vaguely disturbed by the
question, "How could that thin geography book last a whole
quarter at the rate of eight pages a day'"
By that time, I needed another drink. It had been a full
twenty m inutes since I had settled down to work. The next
topic, Teacher'J Preparation, din't seem to offer so many
pitfalls. I recorded carefully the pages I had read, the maps
I had examined. There! That was easy. Only live minutes
COl)_sumed in that step.
Motivation? What did it mean? Somewhere I had heard
the word and its meaning discussed. A trip to the nearest
Webster's dictionary resulted in a few notes. "Motivateto provide with a motive." H mmm! "Motive-that which
is proposed or suggested." Not much help. "Motivate-to
move." Good heavens! That wasn't the meaning I wanted.
"To incite." Incite to move- Oh! no! If there was one
thing of which I was positive, it was that the pupils should
sit still. If anybody moved, it was to be I. By this time
both pencils needed resharpening. It was three o'clock, and
Miss Dillon wanted to· see this plan by four. I'd leave a
blank space for Motivatio11 and go on.
Proced11re? How in the world could I put that down
ahead of time? ( I ) Arrangement of seats and lighting,
(2) Roll call. Then what? (3) Teach the lesson? That
ought to be satisfactory.

Only one more step-Co11c/111.'011. What did that mean?
How could I reach a conclusion before I taught? Ideas
were coming a little faster, so I wrote a detailed outline of
the facts about Africa I expected the class to know by the
time I was finished with that first lesson.
There was just enough time for me to reach Miss Dillon's
.office by four o'clock. I hastily gathered up my book, plan,
and pencil while uneasily aware of the blank space under
Motivation.
Several other prospective student teachers were ahead of
me. I found a place to sit down but didn't feel like convers·ng with my fellow sufferers. I was afraid their plans
might be completely filled out and very different from
mine. They must have had similar qualms, for conversation
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lt was the conversacicn in a
beauty parlor that brought back
memories of her sru<lenr teaching
days to the author.

was noticeably lacking. Anxiously we scanned the face of
a victim as he emerged from the door of the inner sanctum
and passed through the room. No help; either he was more
frightened than we were or possessed a confidence alien to
us. The murmur of voices behind the door sounded earnest
and business-like. The conference couldn"t be 100 terrifying.
One finger nail was left by this time.
At last it was my turn. I hoped I didn't look the way
I felt. My feet were heavy. My knees could hardly be depended upon to support my body. My mouth was dry. A
kindly invitation to sit down saved me from complete collapse to the floor. A few favorable comments followed .
(W hat Miss Dillon found to approve has since been a puzzle to me.) A discussion and illustration to my timid explanation that I didn't understand what Motivation meant
cleared away the haze. I concentrated on every word
spoken hoping it might prove to be the "open sesame" to
the road of good school teaching. When Miss Dill.on dis-

missed me, my feet weren't quite so heavy and my diaphragm had begun to contract normally.
"I thin k you're dry now." The operator tipped the hair
dryer back. The image had been so real that I almost expected to face my fourth grade class of twenty-one years
ago.
As one o'clock drew near, I sent a reassuring thought
message to Wanda. She never dreamed, I am sure, of the
sympathetic thoughts directed toward her that day. I hadn't
seen her face, so she may have been the bright, smiling
girl I saw swinging gaily cown a campus walk later in the
day. I hope she knew then that a harrassed critic teacher
had "picked" on her only because she had shown a spark
of ingenuity and a winsome personality- to which a class
could be trusted while the supervisor attended to other
pressing duties.

Did you ever write a lesson plan ? D o you remember those first
conferences with your critic teacher? D id you wait outside an office door while ochers conversed in low tones? Then you'll enjoy
this story.
N OVEMBER,
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TODAY . .
' 'T

WENTY-TWO years ago. thi_s school evapornted when

definite news of the s,gn,ng of the Arm1st1ce came
to the campus. America turned out to celebrate. On the
first Armistice Day, the world was still full of hopes although things were not going so well. But from that day
until this the world has turned farther and farther away
from the realization of its dreams-from that period when
people said they were making the world safe for democracy
and meant it," Pr.o f. W. A. L. Deyer told students assembled
in Capen Auditorium for a special Armistice Day program.

· ''It is necessary that every member of this school realize
where we are today else we may meet here twenty yesrs
hence and realize things of which we are not aware at the
present time. It is better that we forget the bickerings of
the last twenty years and face the present sitult·on. Whet
we do from now on must be action of which we shall not be
ashamed five, seven, or thirty years from now. We are at
the point where we must face the facts.
"Where are we> And by we, I mean the United States
of America," the social science department head explained.
"We are in the position of having officially declared that
certain things are a part of our present world policy, all of
wh ich are in opposition to another world policy, typified by
Nazism in Germany and Hitler and supported among others
by Fascism and Mussolini. There is very little doubt that
a large majority of the American people is opposed to the
way of living resulting from the latter world policy.
"In describing the present situation many have compared
Napoleon's going to Moscow with Hitler's going to Moscow. There is no comparison. T he German line has today
moved through a vast Russian area, capable of producing
quantities of food , capable of creating millions of hydr.oelectric horse power, capable of supplying Hitler's need of
coal and steel. The Germans are near the Black Sea and
the large oil fields.

"With the knowledge of this situation, your government
in Washington is making daily plans. Those p lans are being rapidly executed . When they are announced, then will
come your opportunity. I can't tell you about those p lans
but with their announcement will come your opportunity."
Prof. Beyer then described what he saw from the same
platform in Capen Auditorium when addressing the student
body twenty-four years ago-how the best knitter in the
school occupied a front seat and listened as she knitted,
how women rolled bandages in another room. "There
will be many things for you to do, many more than there
were at the time of the last war. You must do them, or you
have no right to stand and look toward the East on the
eleventh of November. What we are going to undertake

Prof. W. A. L. Beyer
now is the redo'ng or completion of what the men o f 1917
died for."
The speaker indicated that in a mechanized war it is
est'1n1ted that from fifteen to twenty men are required 31
home to supply one man at the front line with power m,.
chinery; that the building of a two-ocean navy, the creation
of a mechanized army and an up-to-date air force demanJ
the elimination of waste and will entail a lowering of the
general standard of living.
Steps by which America arr,ived at the point where she
is today were then reviewed by the social science professor.
Included among them were the disappointments resulting
from the last war, the depression, the growth of little dictatorships, the march into Poland, and the declarations of
war by England and France. Then came the collapse of
fr3nce, who with her Maginot line had adopted a defens've attitude. " T here is an old football maxim that a gooJ
defense is a strong offense." F rance collapsed behind her
defense lines.
With the fall of France, nat;onal defense in America was
begun, the speaker said. "And this has taken on the color
of hemispheric defense." Hemispheric defense, Prof. Beyer
po'nted out, means not only the acquirement of bases but
the buying of Argentine beef, the taking of German air
lines and bases in South America from German hands. In
answer to critics who say that the United States do not
have enough for th emselves and object to a hemisphem
policy, he commented: "When the ballot box in Amer1C1
m1kes a decision, it must be executed or else democracy be·
comes anarchy."
In conclusion, Prof. Beyer said, "Next will come. th<
arming of American ships and the taking of goods by direct
routes to those places where they are most needed."

From a discussion presented
by Prof. W. A. L. Beyer in a
special Armistice Day assembly.

1/4e 11/edkal ~ep,<vdmud
of the United States Army
HE

Medical Department of the Army of the United

States consists of the Medical Corps ( doc.tors of med tT
one), Dental Corps, Vetennary Corps, MedtCal Adm·nist~!ive Corps, Sanitary Corps, Army Nurse Corps, and the
mlisted men of the Medical Department. The cons!rvatton
of manpower and the preservation of military focces i.s the
m;ssion of the Medical Department.. ThtHS accomoltshed
11, the <election and enrollment for m,lttary service, th rough
roperly conducted phys'cal examinations, o f only those
~en physically lit for the performance o f the duties to derolve upon them; by keeping such.personnel 1n good phys1nl condition through the appl1Cat1on of modern prmc1ples
of preventive medicine; and in furnishing those who berorne disa1'ied with such aid in the form of evacuation and
hospitalization fac'lities as will speedily restore them to
health and lightini; efficiency.
The Medical Department in accomplishing its mission
prov'des for the very careful physical examinat'on of all
p:rsons who are scheduled t.o be called to active duty either
1~ officers, nurses 1 or enlisted men.

Phvsi:::al Exams \,"(/eed Out rJnfit
A number of you will no doubt recall your entrance into
the Army in 1917-1918 and the type of physical examinat:on you received. In the present emergency, these examm,tions are being conducted at Induction Stations, chiefly looted at centers of population, and in the main are very
much like the physical examinations given in 1917 and
1918, with new and added methods calculated to weed out
the unlit and to prevent hardships on those whose condition would not w'thstand the rigors of military life. Selectees are carefully X-rayed and given other medical tests to
discover obscure or latent causes of disqualification. Considerable attention is being raid at present to the psychiatric
txaminations with a view o eliminating those afflicted with
nervous and mental disabilities. Equipment p rovided for
the physical examinations of selectees and officer personnel
ordered to active duty is of the latest type and is constantly
bemg improved. The Photo-Roentgenographic equipment
ind the Electrocardiograph are outstanding additions to the
")u1pment formerly used. And the present-day selectee
leaving the Army Induct ion Station for the Reception Center, after having passed the required physical examinations,
ctn be classed as physically sound.
.. Soldiers of 1917 and 1918 referred to innoculations as
shots" in the arm. T hese consisted of immunization
•Tgainst typhoid fever and vaccination against small-pox.
he present-day selectee has a few more "shots" to discuss,
for he is also immunized against tetanus, yellow fever. and
Pneumonia. During the W.orld War, tetanus could only be
guarded against by the administration of tetanus antitoxin
on the field of battle. Now by a simple immunizing process, immunity can be established.

1-iealth of Soldiers Guarded

i'"

order to preserve the health of the soldiers, the Medica Department is constantly on the alert for causes and
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by Major Edward M. W ones
soutces .o f disease and infection. Through regulation, in
spection, and recommendation, high standards of sanitati.on
and clean liness are obtained. A recent newspaper headline
set forth the fact that late scientific experiments have proved
thst towel-dried dishes carry a high .bacteria count. Army
regulations, pub lished in 1927, indicated that the Army
wss well aware of this fact and had regulations covering
the washing of dishes which spec;/iod washing, rinsinis,
draining, and air drying. The use of towels was prohibited.
In all new Army construction, special attention has been
paid to the proper amount of living space necessary to prevent respiratory disease and this, together with proper
methods of ventilation and heating, makes for comfortable
living condit'ons for military personnel.
Enviable is the health record of the peace-tit)le Army because favorable conditions exist for the employment of preventive medicine in an environment readily controlled . The
standards of public health in regions where military posts
are estsbl'shed are usually high.
The American soldier is the best-fed soldier in the world,
and the Medical Depsrtment plays its part in p roducinJl this
happy result. There is the careful inspection of food products of animal origin by the Veterinary Service. A special
~ection of the Office of the Surgeon General deals with
problems of nutrition and the general improvement of the
military diet, including the correction of vitamin deficiencies. The kitchens of Army hospitals are models of excellence in both sanitation and equipment. Throughout the
service the careful inspection of mess facilities in general
by the Medical Department is reflected.

Army Hospitals Expand
The present defense program calls for adequate hosp'tal
facilities, and models of excellence and completeness are
the military hospitals at all camps and stations. In clinics
and wards the latest departures in hospital equipment are
provided, and everything necessary for the proper treatment
of both medical and surgical cases is ava;lable. This has
required an expansion of 350 percent in the bed capacities
of Army hospitals as a whole. In addition to the stat'on
and camp hospitals, the Army has a large number of general
hospitals, each having b ed capacities of 1,000 or more. A
.~eneral hospital comprises seventy-four buildings and occupies an area of forty-two acres. In keeping with good
medical procedure, it cares for serious and chronic cases
with a view of the patients being returned to duty as rapidly
as possible. In addition to the modern ho5pitals, central
dental cl'nics with modern equipment have been established
at the larger stations, and complete dental service is provided.
The Medical Department must procure and distribute all
medical supplies. Those used in the routine care of sick and
injured are not unusual in character and can be seemed from
(continued on page 20)

A Great Opportunity
Wheeler Field, T . H .
August, 1941
I am very glad to give an account of my experiences and
feel ings toward my branch of the service. I give you fair
warning-it will be a '"plug" for the Air Corps!
I went to Randolph Field in the fall of 1938. While at
the training center, I was fortunate in having the instructors
I did: for primary training, Lieut. Jack Price, All-American
at West Point for two years; for basic training, Lieut.
"Pop"" Gunn, a fine flyer; and during advanced training at
Kelly Field, Lieut. Joe Mackey, an international stunt pilot.
I was graduated August 25, 1939, receiving a commission
as a reserve officer. After graduation, I married Miss Virginia Kumler, an ISNU grad.
Received my orders for active duty in Hawaii, being assigned there to the 18th Pursuit Group at Wheeler Field
and have been here for nearly two years. On July 1, 1940
I received my regular commission by competitive examination; and in January 1941, when the tail of my airplane
was knocked off in a mid-air collision, I became a member
of the Caterpillar Club.
Now for the plug, I believe that the Air Corps offers
one of the greatest opportunities ever offered a young unmarried man. A mental examination is not required if the
candidate can show C[edits for two or more years' work at

a recognized college or university. If the candidate can then
pass his physical examination, he enters a primary training
school as a flying cadet. There he receives seventy-five dollars a month with barracks, mess, and service clothing pro·
vided. Upon graduation as a second lieutenant in the
Corps Reserve on active duty and living off the Post, he receives about $245 per month.
If my memory does not fail me, it costs the Government
something like $30,000 to train a pilot. Such training
would be available to very few of us, if we had to pay it
from our own pockets. Not long ago candidates selected
were placed on a waiting list, and waited six months, one
year, three years-according to their priority. Now the Air
Corps is asking for trainees. Of each starting class a number are "washed out" because of lack of inherent flying ability. Of these, many are chosen for training as navigators
and bombardiers in the service.
Truthfully, I cannot imagine work that would be more
interesting than that found in the Air Corps. I have never
heard anyone say that he wished he had not attended the
Air Corps Training Center, regardless of graduating 0 1
washing out. That should speak for itself I The age requirements for a flying cadet are from twenty to twentyseven.

Respectfully yours.
Horace A. H anes, ·37
2nd Lieut., Air Corps

Riding the Army Way
Cavalry Replacement Training Center
fort Riley, Kans.
October, 1941
Greetings from the Horse Cavalry.
I was inducted June 25 and arrived here June 29 from
Camp Grant. We are located in the flats of the Republican
River ab.out 180 miles west of Kansas City. Ft. Riley is the
home of the Cavalry and was established in the 1860"s. It
was the site of the Indian outpost for this part of the West
for many years and has a rich historical background.
6

In different branches of the
Service are the three who contribute the accompanying information about life with Uncle
Sam. One is a veteran of more
than two years; another, a recruit of two months.
This dep ar tment promises to
become a reg ular feature of the
Quarterly if others in Service
will correspond w i t h the
alumni office.

I completed my basic training the first week of September
and was transferred to a special training troop where I am
a corporal instructor.

Our basic training was divided equally between riding
horses, drill and combat training, and instruction in weapons. We spent two and one-half hours daily in each of
the above-mentioned branches. Included in our weapons instruction were work with the M-1 rifle, the 45 cal. revolver,
the 4 5 cal. automatic pistol, light and heavy 30 cal. machine guns, and demonstrational work with the trench mortar and the 37 mm. special weapon.
I have been riding horses all of my life, but I soon found
when I got here that I knew nothing about riding the Army
way. Sometimes I wonder if there is not the Army way and
the right way!
The troop to which I was transferred is very different
from any other in the camp. W e receive men who fit into
one of the following groups: those who have been in the
hospital and are not well enough to return to their original
troops and those who find it impossible to keep up w ith
their fellow troopers. Men with little or no education and
men that lack muscular coordination, etc., make up the largest part of this second group.
It is our job to instruct all of these men so that they can
either return to their original troops soon or be ready to
take their basic training with the next incriment of men.
We also teach academic material to those who have not
been fortunate enough to attend school. In our last incriment we had several men who could neither read nor write.
We spend three hours a day instructing them in reading,
writing, vocabulary, and arithmetic. The rest of the day is
taken up with lectures on Army material and drilling.
T H E A LUMNI QUARTERLY

From Alumni with Uncle Sam
These men do not ride horses nor do they have any connection with the mechanized cavalry here. This teaching
a, b, e's is rather difficult for some of us and more so for me
since I prepared to teach Smith-Hughes agriculture rather
than kindergarten classes.
As to whether or not I like the Army, I would much
rather teach school on "'the outside." But I am enjoying it
more than I was. All of the instructors in this troop are
college graduates and a fine group of fell.ows. This helps
in off-duty hours since our interests are much the same.
Darwin Cooper, '38, is also an instructor in this Special
Training Troop. W ith us when we first came were Edward
Delaney, '40, and Logan Cox, '40. Ed has been transferred
to Nebraska; and Logan, to Arkansas.
I would like to hear from my old classmates and friends
I knew at Normal. The more letters a soldier receives the
happier he is. So don·t let me down Red Birds.
Best luck to all.
Corporal Howard Haynes, 1936-1940
Special Training Twop
C. R. T. C. Ft. Riley, Kans.

Fly in the Ointment
Great Lakes, Ill.
November, 1941
Here's news release number one from Uncle Sam's latest
and greenest addition to the sea forces. I'm in the Navy
now, and believe me, it's a great life so far.
Since entering on October 20, I have been working in
the public relations office at Great Lakes and am well satisfied with my job. It is quite like working on a newspaperNOVEMBER,
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we write news releases, features, and material of that
nature in addition to participating in the regular office
routine. The one fly in the ointment is the fact that we
are always available for transfer- and that means to sea or
any of the American possessions.
Ordinarily, new recruits must undergo training- shaved
heads, K.P. duty, quarantine, drill, and a hundred other
dreaded duties-hut since I (like many others) entered the
Reserve with a third class petty officer's rating, I have certain
additional privileges. We "hit the deck" at 6:00 a.m. but
have a short working day; and after 4 :30 in the afternoon
our time is our own until 8: 30 the next morning. Because
petty officers possess liberty cards, we can go ··ashore"
every night and return at any time we see fit to sleep on
comfortable bunks in our large brick barracks. Although
there is a laundry on the camp proper, most of the fellows
wash their own cl.othes and I scrub right along with the
best of them- although at present Tattle T ale Gray and I
are cunning about even.
Late release movies are shown free three times a week,
frequent dances are held, and occasionally the ship"s company (I'm included) are treated with a performance something like the ISNU lecture hoard used to sponsor. For example, last week we heard John Carter of the Metropolitan
Opera Company.
A draft from here must report to Florida on November 5.
I may be in that gr.o up. At :.ny rate I am now taking orders
from Naval officials for the duration of the emergency.
Sincerely,
Don Fitzsimmons, '41
· Y3C, U.S.N.R.
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Young Red Birds
Top row (!eh IO right):
Robert Louis Oetting* has for parents Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Oetting of Wood River.
"Mickey" or Michael James is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Holley of Hoopeston.

* He also has red hair.
8

Bottom row (left to right):
Oavid Lynn Stampe, the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson W . Stampe of Carlinville, was celebrating his first birthday
when this photograph was made.
William Warren McKnight , HI, the on ly son of Mr. and Mrs.
\Y/. W. McKnight, II. Bloomington, is known as "Chipper."
Mothers as wc!l as fathers o f these Red Birds attended ISNU.
T1-m ALUMNI QUARTERLY

ENGLISH ..
<'lite Meltuir;-Poi oJ .faw;uar;et
upon a time an ape-like animal who had a lame
fore-foot found that he could get around on his hind
legs. This gave him the advantage of a free foot and leg
which he could use for grasping and carrying. Even after
the Jame foot had grown strong again, he continued to
practice his newly found accomplishment, was imitated,
aped if you like, by his fellows, and handed down the
achievement, a precious heritage, to his grandchildren.
His language, if he had any, must have been a very limited one. But slowly, very slowly, as generation followed
generation, his descendants learned the convenience of
throat sounds which left their hands, freed from the need
to gesture, to be used for other purposes than communication, and they made real words, joined two or more together to express new concepts, developed a grammatical
system, made a language.

O

NCE

All this took more time than we can calculate. We know
that at last men had taken possession of almost the whole
earth and that they all used some form of this marvelous
tool which, more than any other human invention, has
made it possible for man to be a social being.
Among the many families of this gen111 homo, one is of
particular interest to us, for its language was destined to be
the ancestor of our own. The original home of this family
seems to have been in the broad open plains of Northern
Europe, Germany, perhaps, as Hitler claims, or, more likely,
farther east, but still in Europe. Aryans, name accursed in
many ears, they used to be called; Indo-Europeans we usually call them now, for traces of their langauge extend
from India's coral strand to Western Europe and have even
crossed the seas to America. They seem to have been from
the first an alert, energetic, restless, intelligent people.
Their migrations carried them to the north and to the south,
east, and west.
And as they went, as new conditions arose, as new scenes,
new climes, new plants and animals came within their ken,
gradually the old dialects changed into new languages. In
distant India, a thousand years before the coming of Christ,
poets and thinkers, using a branch of this Indo-European
language, were producing noble epic poetry, beautiful
lyrics, profound philosophy. In Persia the sacred Avesta
was sung in one of its dialects. Some centuries later, in
Greece, Homer gathered up the folk-tales of generations
of poets.

Then westward the course of empire and of culture took
its way. In Italy, upon those seven hills on T iber's banks,
a rude farmer population was coming to power. Slowly,
but surely, they subdued and absorbed their neighbors in
Latium, in Italy, in Sicily, Sardinia, Africa, Greece-'.he
whole Mediterranean shore, almost the world, as they knew
it. They too spoke an Indo-European language, sister tongue
of the Indian Sanskrit, the Persian, the Greek. Matter-offact, practical, logical, legal-minded, good organizers that
they were, their language reflected their character. Not
NOVEMBER,
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by Katherine E. Carver
until later, when captive Greece had made captive her
savage captor, did a real literature come from Rome.
But Rome's real destiny lay elsewhere. She had conquered the world, she imposed peace upon it, she organized it, governed it, and on the whole, governed well. T he
pax Romana, established by Augustus and almost unruffled
for three centuries, j s the longest stretch of unbroken
peace war-torn Europe has known since history began. This
was the g randeur that was Rome. And where her soldiers
and traders went, there went her language, to the ends of
the earth; and there that language still exists, changed by
the vicissitudes of time but still Romance.
In Gaul, conquered by Caesar and for four centuries
governed by Romans, Latin, spoken by Celtic lips and later
by German conquerors, became French. Spain learned it
and converted it into Spanish. To the very mouth of the
Danube the soldiers of Trajan took their language and gave
a name and tongue to Roumania. Only the northern nations in Europe maintained their freedom. The Roman legions could not penetrate far beyond the Rhine; the German lanJluage, Indo-European like the others, was not and
has not been Latinized. Britain, too, was slow to adopt the
new tongue.
The Roman occupation of Britain lasted for nearly four
hundred years. But the Latin so avidly studied made little
impression on the language. Scholars tell us that there are
in modern English only ten words of Latin origin which
can with certainty be traced to this period. All of these
words seem to have been left by .the soldiers and not by the
school teachers, who have little to show for a four hundred
years' endeavor to teach Latin.
From 499 to I 066 the island was ruled-except for a
short time when the D anes held sway- by Anglo-Saxon
kings. The people were called the Ang les or, more often,
Saxons. Their language was known as Anglo-Saxon or
as Old English. The languaJle seems rather rude to us now;
but it was vigorous and had a well developed grammatical
system. Its inflections were strikingly like those of modern
German, its continental sister, and it still forms the framework of our modern English. In 597 a band of Christian
missionaries came to convert the savage Anglo-Saxons. The
Anglo-Saxon seems to have been more receptive than the
Briton, or perhaps the monks were better teachers than the

An extract from a scholarly
p aper, this article gives a brief
history of the English language.
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soldiers. Skeat attributes about 140 words of modern
English to this second period of Latin influence.
To this Anglo-Saxon period belong also certain Scandanavian words brought in and left by the Danes. These
bold seamen began coming to the island during the ninth
century. Their language was a German one, easily understood and assimilated by the Angles and Saxons; and they
contributed about 500 words for the permanent possession
of modern English.
T he year 1066 was a climacteric one for England and
for English. It saw another conquest of the island, a conquest of far-reaching importance, by which William of
Normandy became William I of England.
Now begins a third period of Latin influence, for the Normans spoke French, and French was a Latin language. It
was not, to be sure, the Latin of Caesar and of Cicero, but
the vulgar Latin of every day use. The French of the Normans was the Latin of Gaul as pronounced by German lips
after having been maltreated and mispronounced by generations of Gallic speakers. And the final result was that
the new language which came from this fusion was not the
French of the conquerors, but a new English, fundamentally
German, like that of the more numerous conquered, but enriched by thousands of new words of Latin origin.
English was destined, for a fourth and last time, to receive a large infusion .of Latin words, accompanied now by
many of Greek origin. The ·renaissance was late in coming
to England, but from the beginning of the sixteenth century to the present time· words derived from literary Latin
and Greek of the classical period have been constantly
pouring into the language.
Every new discovery or invention adds to the list. Radio
•lone is said to have added thousands. Even the natural
scientist, who long ago decided that the study of language,
especially of classic Greek and Latin, was a mere waste of
time, has not scrupled to help h imself from their storehouses of expressive and usable words.
If the renaissance of classical learning in the sixteenth
century greatly enriched our vocabulary with Greek and
Latin words, a similar interest in the literature of early
English itself, in the nineteenth century, brought back, especially to the language of poetry, many words which had
been lying dormant in the vocabulary of Beowulf, of Chaucer, of Piers Plowman, of Sp~nser, even of the King James
version of the Bible.
·

We have seen how Anglo Saxon, Scandanavian, Latin,
and G•eek have made up the greater part of English. But
no language has been too humble or too distant to add its
quota to this cosmopolitan tongue. From the A rctic Circle
the Eskimo has contributed his igloo and his parkah, and
the expressive husky; the South Sea Islander has given
taboo and tattoo, caddy, and ukelele. Vodka, Cossack, pogrom, Czar, Soviet, samovar are Russian. Tea. serge, pongee, cumquat, ginseng, mandarin, chowchow came from
China; kimono, juijitsu, soy bean, Satsuma from Japan;
algebra and alkali, fakir and sheik, sherbet and alcohol
from Arabia. The American Indian is responsible for caucus and powwow, for names of native American plants and
animals, hickory, catalpa, maize, moose, opossum, to say
nothing of papoose and squaw, tomahawk, calumet, wigwam, and all the beautiful place-names that date our maps
from Maine to California. All, it seems, is grist, that comes
to the English linguistic mill.
Not only does English unscrupulously help itself to what
it needs from the vocabularies of other languages, but it
has not lo,t the ability to coin new words as occasion demands. Rarely are these words made de novo. Usually they
are compounds of elements already existing in the language,
combined with no thought of consanguinity or appropriateness. The results are serviceable, but somewhat monstrous. One example will show what I mean.
Adam is a good old Hebrew word, with the Gaelic patronymic prefix it makes Macadam, a perfectly respectable
Scotch surname. Now a certain son of Adam invented a
system of road-paving and immediately a Greek suffix ma<te
the word macadamize, a word capable .of taking all the
Teutonic appurtenances of any other English verb. But it
did not stop there. The addition of a Latin suffix produced
an abstract noun, macadamization, which can be made plural
with an English suffix s. As f.or prefixes, English un-and
Latin non-give negatives with slightly different force, and
if you need to pave your road again, you can do it with
the Latin prefix re--.
I have said enough, I think, to show that English is the
most cosmopolitan of languages. As an American poet once
told us, "The English-speaking nations should build a monument to the misguided enthusiasts of the Plain of Shinar,
for as the mixture of many bloods seems to have made them
the most vigorous of modern races, so has the mingling of
divers speeches given them a language which is perhaps the
noblest vehicle of poetic thought that ever existed."

'But no language has been too humble or too distant to a,dd its
quota to this cosmopolitan tongue,' the author holds and illustrates
clearly this point. The results she calls 'serviceable' but somehow
'monstro us.'
Yet Miss Carver's conclusions are highly complimentary to the
English language and ones you will want to read.
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Let Us Read What Pleases Us
by Harry f. Owens
AVE you ever read Ben Lucien Burman's booksH
S1eamboa1 'Round Jhe Bend, Blow for a Landing, or
Big River to Cro,,? (Remember old Captain John, dispenser of the " Little flower" remedies-"jist about the
best medicine they is!") Or have you read any of Vance
Randolph's books about the Ozarks : From an Ozark
Holler, Ozark Mountain Folk,, and several others? How
about J.M. Barrie's books-Window in Thrum,, A11d Lich/
Idyll,, The Lillie MiniJter, and Sentimental Tommy? Have
you, by any chance, read the series of books written several
years ago by Lucy Furman about the Kentucky hill people:
The Q11are Women, Mothering on Perilo11J, and The Gia,,
Window? Did you in your childhood have the great misfortune to miss the Uncle Rem111 S10,-ie,? If so, go to the
library without delay and correct this serious defect in your
education. Joel Chandler Harris' Uncle Remus is almost as
delightful a friend for the grown-up as for a child. And
while I am about it, let me ask : H ave you by any chance
missed Ring Lardner's Champion or John Galsworthy's
The Apple Tree? Or Ven Hanna Var Eight Yar Old?
Have you ever browsed through the books in the River, of
America Serie,? Have you ever hop-skip-and-jumped
through the fifty-odd state guides for the curious, humaninterest lore brought together by the PWA writers?

Living Literature
You will find very few of the books or stories mentioned here in the lists of reading "for credit." None of
them is old or musty enough to have become a "classic."
All are written in the familiar language of today. Except,
possibly, in Barrie's stories of Scotch .villagers, you will not
have to puzzle over the meanings as you do in reading so
many books prescribed in literature classes. These stories
are about ,·ea/ people. By this I do not mean that they are
so-called true stories. They are fiction; but they are stories
told in terms of people living today, and told with all the
art and poetic truth that fifty centuries of literary evolution
have made possible. There is warmth in them you will
never find in Homer, and an immediacy and vitality you
will never find in any of the classic authors.
For nearly twenty years I have been free of any constraint or coercion in the choice of my reading. I have
continued to read classics which have interested me--Shakespeare and Browning and Dickens and others, as well as
the livelier writers in German and French. I have often
stumbled upon delightful material among the classics which
I missed at school- as, for example, Montaigne and The
Marveloll! Adven111re, of Reynard the Fox-but, in the
main, I have resolutely avoided the books which, to me,
have meant boredom, no matter how highly an author was
recommended by the critics. There are in the world, I
maintain, enough books to give one all the instruction and
entertainment for which he has time, and give ii plea,antly.

The Popularizers

presenting old knowledge in attractive modem d ress. Most
of those who do the sniffing, I suspect, are themselves unable to write well, and they are interested in preserving the
illusion that all the knowledge worth having is necessarily
hard to get at. All of which is bunk- pure and simple
bunk!
Let us take one example of popularization which I think
will serve for the whole subject.
Historians have been concocting histories of the United
States for nearly a century and a half. Most of them-as
every school child knows, are dull, colorless, stupid conglomerations of facts, figures, and dates which may or may
not mean anything. To me, they never did mean anything,
except that I could memorize without understanding them
and thus get a grade.

Woodward's N ew American History
Then along came a chap by the name of W . E. Woodward, who has told me that he blundered into writing by
the sheerest accident imaginable. Like every schoolboy,
Woodward no doubt suffered under the old methods of
learning history, and I susrect that he decided he would get
the sense of the subject, i it were the last thing he did in
life.
Anyway, he settled down and wrote a book which he
called Th, New American Hi,tory. H e was careful about
his facts, he did a lot of original research, and he finally
published a history of this country which it is a pleasure to
read. Woodward never writes down a fact unless that fact
is really significant.
Whet manner of people were the Indians? he asks.
Were they as tough and wily and dangerous as tradition
makes out? No, says Woodward, and he gives us such facts
as these for proof: ( 1) The American Indian undoubtedly
loved fire-water as much as any human being who ever
lived; yet, although the distillation of alcohol is one of the
simplest industrial processes, no Indian, so far as the record

What does a business man
and editor find time to read-years after he has left school?
We asked this question of Mr.
Owens; here is his reply.
Perhaps you will .disagree
with the viewpoint expressed;
but his statements will arouse
your interest.

From time to time we hear certain profound gentlemen
sneer at the writers who have set themselves to the task of
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shows, ever learned to make whiskey. ( 2) The Indian was
eager to get hold of firearms; but no Indian, so far as can
be discovered, ever learned to mend a broken gun. W hen
the slightest mechanical defect interfered with the operation
of the gun, the Indian cast it aside as worthless.
T here you have two facts which really mean somet_h ing.
T hey give you an idea of what the Indian was really hkesomething I could never .have discovered from the history
bool\s I studied at school.

Ancient History Can Be Interesting
Egon Friedell in his C11/t11ral History of the Modem
111/odd remarks that Herodotus wrote what was probably
the most inaccurate history of G reece that ever saw light,
yet it has outlasted hundreds which have been based more
strictly upon fact. Herodotus-and that goes for Plutarch,
too---wrote down the gossip and tradition and anecdotes of
his time. Much of what he tells us has been disproved, but
his history nevertheless gives us a wonderful picture of the
people and the times in which he lived. Modern histones
of Greece are always appearing which are based upon new
documents and new archeological discoveries, but next year
there w ill be still newer discoveries, and the 1941 "scien•
tific'' history will be dead as a dodo.
Herodotus and Plutarch are good reading, by the way;
and, if they give you a certain amount of misinformation,

you will recognize most of it as such, and it will do you no
harm whatsoever.

Pedagogical Correctness
In the course of my daily work, I have frequent occasion
to follow the labors of professors and school people in producing books and pamphlets of one sort or another. The
effort toward correctness among such people is often painful to witness. A possibly faulty construction is viewed
with the horror which I reserve for diamond-back rattlers
and charging rhinoceri. I gather that all school people are
constantly watching their colleagues with eagle eyes, and
that a single undotted "i" or split infiniti ve leads to drawing and quartering or boiling in oil.
Why all .this furious p reoccupation w ith correctness?
Every great writer-every truly great writer- made mistakes
and plenty of them. Shakespeare did. Scott did. Dickens
did. W hy not throw io a few errors, just for the excitement they will cause> Why not write in the delightful
idiom ot everyday life which we all understand so much
better than correctness? The dramatists tell us that the public today never takes to its heart the character who is too
perfect. The great hero or heroine must be great in the
things that matter most- but, in certain minor matters, im•
perfect, even as you and I.
Shakespeare, as Walter Bagehot points out, had few
rules of spelling or g rammar to guide ( or paralyze) him,
he made free use of idiom, and it was his habit to "read
what pleased him."

Brave Professor
Recently I had the pleasure of working with a professor
of Scandinavia in one of our leading western universities.
He was engaged in producing a modern translation of the
old Norse Viking Sagas. T o my joy, this man did not give
two hoots for correctness-stiff, marble-cold correctness,
when the idiom of our American language gave h im something more sensible and more understandable.
He wrote most of his exciting .translation in language
which had meaning for the newsboy on the corner. H is
preface puts the reader on notice with these wordsWhen Laing translated, 'Now we have two occupa·
tions to attend to,' and Reeves wrote, 'We will now
divide our labors,' this translator says, 'From now on
we have two jobs on our hands.' Where Reeves
translated, 'The wind waxed amain,' this version
puts it, 'A storm b lew up.'
T o this I say, H urrah! If any learned quibbler arises to
pick flaws in this new translation, I will myself assail him
with idiomatic invective having a proper earthy flavor.

The Spirit of a Great Teacher
When I iirst entered the classes of June Rose Colby about
a quarter of a century ago, I was incredulous upon being
told that there would be no examinations. Miss Colby did
not need to conduct inquisitions in order to tell whether
her students were profiting by her instruction. She did not
want them messing around with dry facts and grubbing
into the suppositions about the Elizabethan theatre when
they might be glorying in the speeches of Prospero and
thrilling to the poetry of Browning.
In the unvarnished id iom of the Middle West, Miss
Colby had too much sense. She thought it her duty to introduce the student to the beauty and the grandeur of great
literature, and to avoid at all hazards the banal .trafficking
in facts and the agonizing over examination questions which
have made literature hateful to students who might other•
wise have learned to love it.
Miss Colby's methods remind me of those of James
O'Donnell Bennett. Remember Bennett? He used to write
articles on great books for the Chicago Tribune. Most people would describe him as a newspaper feature writer, but
he was a good deal more. H e was a w riter-teacher who
could take a classic and discuss it so entertainingly and
pleasantly that you took it to your heart forever. If you
have never read his Much Beloved Books, by all means
possess yourself of a copy today and become thereby immensely richer.
Miss Colby, like Bennett, had the happy gift of luring
ordinary people like myself into the treasure-halls of the
palace. Her students, if they had even a spark of imagina•
tion in them, became lovers of literature. Good literature.
And I suspect that nearly all would credit to Miss Colby the
independence of spirit which moves them today to read
what pleases them.

W ere you a::quainced with June Rose Colby? Did she arouse in
you a love of literature? The tribute paid to her by this editor,
who was a student at ISN U twenty-five years ago, will bring back
memories of other days.
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Recent Books in Review
by Gilbert Wilkinson
HEN literary statistics for 194 1 have been compiled and
Wsifted,
A. J. Cronin's book THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM ( Little, Brown, 1941) will easily stand at the top of
the heap financially.
A long, rambling, episodic narrative, Keys came from the
pen of a writer who already had produced three or four
best-sellers. It was a grim, haunting tale called Hatter's
Castle ( 1933 ) which changed Cronin's profession fr.om
medicine to novel-writing. For people who stuck to the end
of that spellbinder threw it down enraged and told their
friends about it: it became a success.
Grand Canary ( 1934) did not help Author Cronin much
with the critics, but The Stars uok Down (1935 ) brought
enough raves to put h im in the limelight of contemporary
writers. In 1937 The Citadel, a bitter indictment of medical
racketeers, won only slight nods from reviewers, but sold
half a million copies. It was made into a memorable picture
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer the following year. Grand Canary
and The Stars Look Down also reached the screen, and
Hatter's Castle is in the adaptation stage at H ollywood.
But every producer in the screen colony angled for the
screen rights to The K eys of the Kingdom the minute it
left the presses (with a tremendous advance sale). The
reason was clear: it was ideal cinema material-a generous
helping of dramatic stuff aimed for wide public (box-office)
appeal.
Keys concerns one Francis Chisholm, an idealistic I rishman who devoted practically his whole life to serving others.
Orphaned when his courageous father was fatally injured
by cheap, hell-raising business enemies, young Francis grew
up miserably in the employ of a drunken baker and his
stingy wife. Before he was twenty-one, he found the
answer to the one question bothering him: Why can't men
treat one another with love and kindness '
Because a distant relative named Polly was a wonderfully
kind human being, Francis didn't lose complete control of
himself. But when the sixteen-year-old-girl he loved committed suicide because she was left with an illegitimate
child, his whole Ii fe was changed. He made up his mind
then and there: he would become a p riest.
The rest of the book, set forth in a sprawling biog raphical
style, takes Chisholm through his school days, his first
position as assistant to a selfish old p riest, his mission in
China where he stays for 35 long years, his retu rn to the
quiet English countryside.
The characterization of Francis Chisholm is warm and
alive; it is perhaps the sincerest job Cronin has yet done.
The book itself is open to criticism in a number of respects.
It often lacks credence, possibly because the story it tells is
intrinsically a sort of miracle p lay. Artistically it is imperfect : catastrophes follow o ne another with incredulous
frequency; the section labeled "China Incident" weighs
down the rest of the volume; speeches of some of the minor
characters are often too neatly evolved to sound real.
Finally, Cronin permits himself to develop a number of
characterizations which are either entirely black or entirely
white.
N OVEMBER, 1941

But if it falls short on strictly literary standards, The
Keys of the Kingdom remains a timely and worthwhile
contribution. Its mastery of intimate details gives it decided readability, and many of the chapters are rich in
pure excitement. Best of all, however, it brings a message
to a world where the spark of human kindness and tolerance have gone out, leaving a dismal blackout of distrust
and egoistic selfishness. Francis Chisholm d iscovers ·that
of all human virtues man's loving regard for fellowman is
the loftiest. The Key, of the Kingdom gives to that discovery a solid, indestructible conviction.

*

*

*

T

ROUBLE IN J ULY, Erskine Caldwell's latest book (Duell,
Sloan, & Pearce, 1941 ), evokes some unpleasant tragedy
within its two hundred pages. Set in warm, swampish
$Outhern Georgia, its plot has for its chief character a lazy,
well-meaning county sheriff who hides out at a fishing
stream every time trouble starts. Since every vote will
count in that next county election, he can't risk enforcing
the law on people who have decided to make their own.
It is on a hot, sticky July day that the sheriff, asleep in the
jail, is waked up by h is nigger to be told that a lynching is
under way.
The whites in town know all they want to know. Sonny
Clark, a twenty-year-old negro boy, is accused of raping a
white girl. All they have for evidence is the girl's word
and the testimony of the town's most prominent woman,
an overgrown public leader who is conducting a petition
to have all negroes shipped back to Africa. But that's
enough: the thing that matters is getting Sonny Clark.
T hey get him. They catch him and string him up with a
good strong rope they brought along for the purpose.
T ro11ble in f11ly is potent stuff. Its sly sotire of small-time
politicians, good as it is, is completely overshadowed by the
terror and shock which Caldwell develops in his account
of the chase. T he whole book, except for minor comic bits
between the sheriff and his wife, is the hour-by-hou r record
of the hunt- a grim little excursion so repellent it makes
the author's Tobacco Road pale in comparison. It is irrelevant that Sonny Clark is innocent of the charge; equally
unimportant that the girl, a despicable tart who had given
her body to any taker, admits her lie and is stoned to death
by a few angry huntsmen.
What is important is the way Caldwell paints the animal
greed and the excitement of the pursuers. It is this all-tooreal portrayal that gives T,-011ble its vital tang.

I tried to 1·ead in the faces of the thousands what
tuas in their mind1 this Easter day. But their faces
looked blank. Obviomly they do not like the war, but
they will do what they're told. Die, for instance.
This observation appears on Page 306 of William Shirer's
book BERLIN D1ARY (Knopf, 1941 ). This, and others just
( continued on page 20)
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Around the Clock at Normal
Placement
Calls for teachers jumped sixty-five percent in 1941 over
those received a year ago at the Illinois State Normal University Appointments Bureau, according to a final placement report prepared by D r. J. W. Carrington, bureau director.
Of the 437 ISNU graduates com_pleting work this year,
seventy-eight percent are teaching, eight percent are in military service, nine percent arc in school or engaged in other
occupations, and only five percent remain available for po•

sitions.
Placement aid 1o those graduating from ISNU prior to
1941 doubled when 346 university alumni secured new po-

sitions.

Presidents
In spite of enrollment statistics showing that mep comprise only thirty-four percent of the student body at ISNU
this year, all class presidencies are held by men. Chosen to
lead the senior class at the all-school election October 2 was
Charles Gerfen of Breese, selected to lead freshman class
activities was Robert Fredeen of Kewanee, named sophomore president was Art Friese of O'Fallon, and out-classing all candidates for the junior class presidency was D ane
Walker of Sidell.
Just how long it has been since a woman student served
as a class president at Normal University is not known, but
definite evidence has been produced to show that all class
presidents during the past five years have been men.

Education Week
The university was responsible for stressing American
Education Week, November 9-15, in a number of ways.
Two radio programs, one directed by Dr. Rose E. Parker
and called "Let's Visit the Schools" and the other under
the sponsorship of Dr. Charles E. D ecker entitled "Keep
on Learning," dealt with themes brought out by the national
observance. Through the cooperation of the local theater
management the movie trailer produced by the National
Education Association was shown in both Bloomington and
Normal moving picture houses as well as at Capen Auditormm.

Articles presenting discussions of the daily themes
suggested by American Education Week sponsors appeared
in the local press. These were p repared by Prof. Charles A.
H arper, Prof. Clifford E. Horton, M iss Ruth Zimmerman,
Dr. Richard G . Browne, Prof. L. W. Hacker, Miss Alice
Ebel, and Miss Frances Conkey.

Conferences
More than 5 50 persons attended the Seventh Annual
Vocal Music Clinic at Normal Friday, October 10, according to statistics prepared by Miss Blaine Boicourt, general
chairman. Clinic instructors were Miss Mabelle Glenn, director of music in the Kansas City Public Schools, and
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Prof. Edwin Steckel, director of music at Oglebay I nstitute,
Wheeling, W. Va. A banquet program at which President
R. W . Fairchild presided as toastmaster and a complimentary showing of the "Mikado" climaxed the conference.

* * * *

Attending the Second Annual H igh School Publications
Day at Illinois State Normal University November I were
225 high school journalists interested in the publication of
school newspapers and annuals. Dr. Chris A. DeYoung
gave the opening adaress, and President R. W. Fairchild
was the main speake r at the press conference.

* * * *

The second University Conference on Religion and Life,
sponsored j.ointly by Illinois Wesleyan and Normal University November 1-_6, included a retreat, mass meetings, special
assemblies, seminars, and personal conferences. Nine
leaders representing major religious faiths participated.
These were Reverend Richard T. Baker, Methodist
Board of Missions, New York; Dr. Benjamin J. Bush, pastor of the Westminster Presbyterian Church, Detroit, Mich. ;
M rs. Charles E. Germane, lecturer and author of books on
character education and guidance, Columbia, Mo.; Dr. Marcus A . Goldman, adult member of the Episcopal Student
Chapel of St. John the Divine, University of Illinois, Urbana, and Rabbi Ferdinand M. Isserman, T emple Israel, St.
Louis, Mo.
Others were H arold Molter, chairman of the Christian
Sci7nce Committee on Publications for the State of Illinois,
Ch,cago; Reverend James E. Noonan of the department of
English, St. Henry's College, Belleville; D r. Mack B.
Stokes, professor of religion at Emory University, Ga.; and
Dr. Reg ina Westcott Wieman, consulting psychologist, lecturer, and author of books on the church and fami ly, Chicago.

*

* *

*

More than 1,000 elementary teachers attended the Second
Annual Elementary Conference at ISNU November 7.
Irving Pearson, executive secretary of the Illinois Education
Association, was the guest speaker at the general session.

* * * *

In cooperation with Illinois Wesleyan University, ISNU
will be host to the Ill;nois Association of Deans of Women
convention November 28 and 29. Dr. Anna L. K eaton is
treasurer of the state association. Guest speaker at the convention banquet will be Dr. Margaret Gerard, a member of
the Chicago Institute of Psycho-Analysis, while Mrs. Ruth
0. McCarn, counsellor to women at Northwestern University, will serve as the discussion leader at a luncheon on
November 29.

* *

* *

"Education and National Defense" is the theme selected
for the Ninth Annual Administrative Round-Up December
6. T his will open with a general session at 10:00 a.m. and
be followed by sectional meetings as well as a luncheon and
program in Fell H all. The need for forums and adult education, vocational education, health, and special educational
programs in preparation for national defense, as well as
education and post-war reconstruction will be considered at
the sectional meetings.
T HE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

ISNU will serve as the host school to a district convention of the American College Publicity Association in
Bloomington D ecember 12 and 13. More than 130 colleges and universities in Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky are members of the association
and eligible to send delegates to the two-day meeting.

Faculty
Named president of the Illinois Home Economics Associat:on when that group held its annual convention in O1icago, October 28 to November 1, was Miss Franees Conkey. She served as chairman of the college section at the
Chicago meeting and has been a counsellor of the Illinois
Vocational Homemaking T eachers Association, a subsidiary
of the larger group. M iss Conkey was elected for a twoyear term.

*

* * *

Prof. Donald L. Weismann became president of the Illinois Art Education Association at that organization's an·
nual business meeting held in connection with the H igh
School Conference at Urbana. The association plans professional activities for the 343 art teachers in Illinois and
is the only organization in the state for this purpose.

Football
After getting off to a slow start, the Cardinal gridders
maintained their usual record of winning or sharing IIAC
conference honors. A loss at the hands of Northern at the
Huskie Homecoming fracas spoiled a perfect season for the
Birds in conference play.
·
The battling Sycamores of Terre Haute, Ind., handed the
B'rds a l 9-6 setback in the inau,gural game at McCorm'ck
Field. Coach W allie Marks of Bill Ten fame put on the
field a much stronP.er team than Normal's, and T om Eddy
was injured in the first quarter when tryinP, for a pass. Th's
injury was one o f the _main reasons for the slug_gishness of
the Red B'rd offense during the earlier games. Journeying
to Platteville the following weekend for a game w'th the
W isconsin State T eachers, the Cards played the host team
to a 0-0 deadlock for four periods.
With a crowd of Dad's Day spectators bravin~ ra'n e.nd
more rain to see the game, the H ancockmen held the heavier Ypsilanti, Mich., eleven scoreless through four periods.
The defensive play 'of Chicas and Laitas highli llhted what
was otherwise a slow game. T he following weekend found
the Birds at the DeKalb Homecoming tilt, featured by the
"Flinging Finn," Toimi Jarvi, Northcm's passing ace, and
the long side of a 6-0 score for the Huskies.
The Panthers of Eastern Teachers fell before a powerhouse offense opened up by John Moreiko and Tom Eddy
when the Birds stopped the Charleston eleven by a 77-6
count. The return of Eddy to the lineup added much of tl:e
offensive spark that the Birds had been lacking in three
previous games.
Reaching top efficiency in offensive play, the ISNU ~ridders thrilled a large Homecom'ng crowd of 3,500 by sto!>pin~ an undefeated Carbondale eleven. Fen;uson. Alldridge, and Chicas were the star performers of th's b1ttle;
and the final score stood 18-0. The Birds played host to
an undefeated Macomb eleven for their final homo co~test
at McCormick Field the followin~ Saturday. The hiP,hly
touted Flip Anders and Blaha of Western were bottled up
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the entire afternoon by the Cardinal forward wall, and Normal won a share in the IIAC when defeating Macomb by
a 14-0 mark.
Feeling the effects of a long trip and definitely outclassed,
the Birds were steamrollered by the powerhouse called
Eastern Teachers of Richmond, Ky. Although Cox, Ferg uson, and Captain Alldridge were prominent in thei r defensive play, the Kentucky eleven gathered a 54-0 decision on
the Normal team.
After outcharging the Wesleyan Titans for all but the
last tw.o minutes, the Red Birds lost a 7-0 decision on a
lucky pass from the 35 ya_rd line. Laitas was outs!andi ng
on offense· dunng the entire game, and LaBounty s wellplaced kicks kept the Titans back on their heels until the
closing minutes of the game.
H ead Football Coach H oward Hancock and Coaches Frye
and Struck, hampered by early season injuries of key offen sive men and the loss of Elmer Morgan, only letterman at
end, .built a compact team by the end of the season. Captain Vic Alldridge of Champaign was the only senior member of the backfield, but four important linemen were playing their last year of football for the Red Birds. Centers
Ray Wesley of LeRoy and Russ Morris of Pontiac were
both fourth year men as well as tackles Albert T rumpy of
Pekin and Bob Langford of Virden. Losses seem smalle r
than usual, and prospects for a top-notch team next season
look promising except at the center position.

Cross-Country
Climaxing a successful season in the hill and dale sport
by winning the State Invitational and IIAC Conference
meets, the Red Bird Harriers held up the high traditions
.o f Coach Cogdal. T he dalers th's fall were led by Captain
Meryl Rogers of X enia, a sophomore and the most improved runner on the entire squad. Marion Cole, Cogdal's
number one runner over a period of four years, had con
siderable tr.ouble in showing his ability because of an old
foot injury. However, he placed sixth in the Loyola classic
and third in the State Invitational.
Only one runner from last year's team was lost by transfer
and none by graduation. Sophomo res Fred Houser and Jerry Thompson were the reinforcements that made it possible
for Co1dal to .build a championship team. Ex-Captain John
Scott, Russ Steele, and Ben Ford were the remaining team
members. Cole and Scott were the only seniors on the
squad; and although their loss will be sorely felt, the
prospects for next year are far from dark.
The Bird dalers were victor'.ous in fou r dual meets this
fall. Macomb and Kalamazoo were the two easiest victims,
but the Birds alco outpointed a favored Butler team by
25-31 and shaded the Charleston Panthers by a scant 27-29.
4

Keeping thei r record of always p laci ng among the first
three at Loyola intact, the Cogdalmen brought home the
third p lace trophy in a field of entrants that included Notre
Dame, Illinois, Wisconsin, Grand Rapids, Loyola, Charleston, Macomb, and Wheaton. They copped the State lnvitat'onal 2nd IIAC titles the following weekend when the two
meets were held in conjunction at McCormick Field. This
wro··e a successful finish to a season of tough competition
for o~e of the most evenly balanced teams that has carried
the Normal banner.
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LDEST building shown in the ac-

componying photograph is Old
Main, which has been the center of the
ISNU campus since completed in
1861. Newest building shown is Milner Library, partially hidden by clump;
of trees.
North Hall, directly behind Old
Ma,n; Cook Hall, with its castle-like
turrets, and Smith Hall, not visible,
were all constructed before the turn of
the century.
Most of the o:her buildings, with
the excep~ion of the University Green•
house and Home Management H ouse
(likewise not visible), were erected or

11. Heating Plant
12. Industrial Arts Building

13. Old Main
14.

North Hall

15. David Felmley Hall of
Science
16. Science Greenhouse

authorized during the administration

17. Thomas Metcalf Building

of President Dov id Felmley ( 19001930) .
T he airview ,!oes not show the

18. Milner Library

!;Outh end of the campus, where a

19. Outdoor Amphitheater

women's recreation field has been completed and a small wooded section remains.

The T homas Metcalf
Building and Capen Auditorium, as
well as certain offices in O ld Main,
have been redecorated; and Smith Hall
has becor1e the property of the university. Plans for the new addition to
McCormick Gymnasium, for the new
~wine and cattle barns at the Universitv
Farm, and for improvements to Fell
llall are being Jrawn. Total amou nt
to be expended duri ng the biennium is
$200,000.

1. University Farm

2. UHS Recreation Field
3. Smith Hall
4. McCormick Athletic
Field

Needs at ISNU f.or an administration building, a larger auditorium,
quarters for the music and speech departments, a University High School
building, and residence halls have been
pointed out by President R. W . Fai1child for several yea rs. Students and
alumni alike have cited the necessity
for a union building or social center on
the campus.

5. McCormick Gymnasium
6. Jessie E. Rambo Home
Management House
7. Fell Hall
8. University Greenhouse

I.S.N.U. Plant Worth Two and a Half Millions

9. John W . Cook Hall
V

ALUE

of the Illinois State Normal

University campus and University

10. Mechanic Arts Unit

Demonstration Farm with buildings

and equipment July l, 1941 was
$2,563,171.12, according to the auditor's report. This amount included

equipment worth slightly more than
half a million dollars and real estate
valued at about two million.

Since J uly l, a number of major
improvements to campus buildings
authorized by the last legislature have

Such additions to Illinois State Normal U niversity, it is estimated, would
more than double the total evaluation
of the school plant. University officials
point out that building needs of the
;chool could not be met satisfactorily
without the acquirement of additional
grounds.

Purposeful Learning for Teachers

s

of the idea of purposeful learning_has revolutionized elementary and secondary education within the
space of a teaching generation. But not until the last few
years has this idea been applied effectively to the education
of teachers.
After a few confident but judicious trials, the summer
workshop has become the educational idea of the hour.
Educators have suddenly realized that purposefulness and
informality are compatible, that genuine problems and qualified advisers can be brought together, that so-called cultural interests and professional concerns are complementary,
that if the schools are to educate the "whole" child then
his mentor must be a "whole" teacher.
Learning for adults is the same sort of process as learning
for children-age does not change the fundamentals.
Last summer more than a hundred workshops were Op·
erating throughout the land. Some were composed of less
than a hundred teachers. One had fully twelve hundred
attendants. The details of their organizati.on and procedure
were as varied as the purposes which motivated them. Yet
all had the common denom'natois of groups formed on the
basis of common problems; a balance of work and fun, of
the cultural and the professional; a faith in purposeful
learning.
Let that reader who has not yet experienced the uplift
of a summer workshop seek out one to his liking for
next summer and take to it his most promising professional
problem. He will henceforth be a teacher w'th a problem,
but never again a problem teacher.
-M. E. Herriott
PREAD

Education for Basic Values

T HE appointment of a commission by the Progressive
Education Association, with D r. William H. Kilpatrick
as chairman, to study a long-time range of educational
values reminds us that in times of great stress, not to say
confusion, there is danger that education for the eternal
verities will be neglected.
If educators do not enter on this long-time planning to
safeguard the constructive growth of children, there is little
hope that it will be done. There is too much tendency on
the part of people to see only what lies immediately before

them. The increasing health of children, with care for the
eyes and teeth; proper school conditlons and equipment for
constructive experience in the development of the mind ;
wholesome outlets for pent-up emotions and constructive
joy in creative work- all these are justifiable even on the
lowest basis of making for efficiency for defense, but far
more so in helping to build such a democracy that the way
of a democracy, discussion instead of force, may prevail.
-Sophia C. Camenisch

A Record of Service
of students in the two-year course at
T ISNUregistration
for the last time this fall and the announcement
HE

that such courses are to be abandoned mark an important
step in the metamorphosis of ISNU as a teacher-education
institution.

Founded before persons applying for admiss;on had the
advantage of high school work, Illinois State Normal University has offered one-year, two-year, three-year, and four-

year courses during the past eighty-four years. Early candidates for admission to Normal presented credentials from
county superintendents or faced examinations. Once accepted as students, they moved toward graduat'on as rap'dly as they were able to assimilate the whole curriculum.
Prior to 1900, three or four years was the usual t'me required.
In 1893, the authorization of a two-year course to ,which
only graduates of accredited high schools were admitted and
in 1907, the authorization of degree-granting pcwer fai rly
stab;lized the university proeram for some years. In 1932,
two-year courses for teache,s preparing to teach in high
schools were discontinued.
So the r.nr~o•Jncement th?.t there will be no more two-

ye:tr r,ndu1tes from the universi~y af~er June 1943 means
the closing of an interesting chapter in curriculum develO?ment.
\7hat will be its sequel ? Eighty-four ye"s hence how
will ISNU be meet'ng current educat;onal needs? Tho$e
are unanswerable quest.ions. But an institution with such ~
rcco·d of service will cectainly not fail to meet the dem,nds
of the people for better-educated teachers for better schools.
- Gertrude M. Hall
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q.lUUn Argentina

I

The country which our guide
describes becomes daily of more
interest as the United States
pursue a foreign policy of
hemispheric defense.
More than o ne team hauls a load in Argentina.

Dear Friends :
Sixteen to eighteen days after leaving New York on a
fast steamer, one sails up the broad Rio de la Plata (River
of Silver) and anchors before the Queen of ArgentinaBuenos Aires. This beautiful city is nearly as large as Chicago and contains approximately one-third of the population of Argentina. It is aptly said that when Buenos Aires
has a cold the whole republic sneezes.
The br.oad avenues, tall buildings, subways, and buses
remind one of New York; but the sidewalk cafes give the
city a distinctive Parisian touch. The people as a whole are
smartly dressed and wear the latest Parisian styles and
fashions before Americans do. A law forbids men appearing on the street in their shirtsleeves. At specified hours in
the afternoon the main shopping streets are closed to
vehicular traffic, and the crowds promenade through the
entire streets from walk to walk. Although the city has
several broad avenues, it also has many narrow streets that
present a serious parking problem. This has been solved in
the heart of the city by the erection of a huge subterranean
garage capable of holding over a thousand cars.
The beautiful Recoleta Cemetery compares favorably
with the famous Campo Santo of Genoa. It is a solid mass
of marble, granite, and stone. Some of the mausoleums

cost as much as a half-million dollars and are filled w'th
gold and silver urns and crucifixes. Priceless Madeira, Belgian, and Porto Rican laces are laid on the small altars.
Argentina encourages immigration by providing free
lodging for newcomers at the immigrants' hotel for the first
few days. For the benefit of the new arrivals, this hotel
contains an exhibition room with agricultural implements, a
lecture and projection room, and an employment agency.
After it has been <1etermined how the best interests of the
country and the prospective resident can be served, the immigrant is duly settled, his effects having been admitted
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duty free and transported to their destination at government expense.
Most of the people are of Spanish or Italian origin.
Buenos Aires has more Italians than has any other city in
the world except Rome or New Y.ork. Education is free
and compulsory for children from six to fourteen years of
age, but in the count ry very few children actually go to
school. In line with democratic ideas, all girl students wear
white gowns .over their street dresses, the boys wear long
white coats, and teachers are also dressed in white. Soccer
football is the main pastime of students.
Railroad Jines, many of which are government owned,
radiate like the blades of a fan from the capital city. Argentina has almost half of the railway mileage of all South
America. The broad level pampas make for easy construction. Since 1932 the government has embarked .o n an extensive road-build;ng prog ram. Several trunk Jines of reinforced concrete and macadam have already been constructed.
However, most of the roads are still of dirt, and the familiar high-wheeled carts and wagons, each pulled by as many
as a dozen horses, are still to be seen.
The great pampas region is divided into enormous cattle
and grain ranches, some of which are said to be almost as large as England. In the early days the government
allowed a few wealthy people to take up these large tracts
and now finds it very hard to break them up. Thus, the
country is still in a state of agricultural feudalism, which
accounts for its slowness in development.
The rural population is divided into two sharply contrasted classes: the wealthy landowners, who live in beautiful and luxurious homes, and their impoverished and
ignorant laborers and tenants-who live in huts built of
brick or mud and roofed with sheet iron or thatch.
As ever,
F. A. Bertetti
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Recent Books in Review
( continued from page 13)

as keenly interpretative, make up the volume's six· hundred
pages. Shirer, an American journalist with a flair for courting danger to get good stories, was sent to Europe as
foreign correspondent for a U. S. daily. Because he was
lucky enough to be in the right spot every time something
significant happened, his columns and shortwave broadcasts
were crammed with exciting authenticity.
Radio scripts, a day-by-day journal, and miscellaneous
notes made during the seven most momentous years in
European history comprise Berli11 Diary. Some of Shirer's
notes were unfortunately lost; others he had to burn to
keep from getting arrested by the Gestapo. The rest he
managed to smuggle successfully from Germany and
German-occupied countries.
While watching the map of Europe change with swift
inevitability, Shirer, usually with his wife Tess, met and
talked with the political big-guns of the continent. He
attended press receptions given by Adolf Hitler, got marvelously egotistic interviews from Hermann Goering, spent
many a night talking over the world mess with men like
John Gunther (/11side E11rope, lmide Asia) and Paris Correspondent John Elliott. He got little sleep, but he didn't
care much. All that mattered was that he was telling the
story of history-in-the-making, giving a first-hand, first-class
account to millions who had found locally manufactured
propaganda indigestible.
Some of Shirer's episodes are unforgettable- his picture
of Vienna taken over by the Nazis, the British sellout of
Czechoslovakia at Munich in 1938, the paid notices inserted in newspapers by mothers of dead German soldiers,
the execution of twenty-one University of Prague students
for "lighthearted demonstrations against the Reich."
T here is humor, too, in this recounting of world tragedy,
some of it almost too grimly real to be funny: the mock
funeral held by a flier's relatives, who had discovered
earlier via a forbidden BBC broadcast that the youth was
:ilive in a British camp; the solemn, incredible naivity with
which the German man-in-the-street swallows Goebbels's
outrageous newspaper statements.
Shirer saw, as far back as 1935, that a war should be
fought to stem Hitler's designs on Europe. In 1938 he
was amazed and disheartened by Chamberlain's Mun ich
appeasement-a shocking stupidity at a time when Britain
and France could easily have licked Germany. In September
1939, when Germany threatened Poland, he prayed against
hope that the Poles would answer the challenge by fighting
and that the Allies would finally throw their strength into
the conflict. This time his prayers were answered.
One of the most absorbing books to come out of this or
any war, Berlin Dairy reads like fiction but has the stamp
of appalling reality. It is a story with no happy ending.
Even a man with the keen interpretative sense of Shirer
can only comment on the scene:

I 111enJ 11p 011 deck. For a time I 1100d against the

rail watching the lighu recede on a E11rope in which
I had spent all fifteen of my ad11lt years, which had
given me all of my experience and what liule knowledge I had. It had been a long time, b11t they had bee11
happy years, perso11ally, and for all people in Europe
they had had meaning and borne hope 11ntil the war
came and the Nazi blight and the hatred and the fra11d
a11d the political gangsterism and the m11rder and the
20

massacre and the incredible intolerance and all the
suffe,-ing and the starving and cold and the th11d of a
bomb blowing the people in a ho11se Jo pieces, the th11d
of all the bombs blasting man's hope and decency.

7 he Medical Department
(continued from page 5)

connnerdal sources- with the rate of consumption varying
ditectly with the size of the Army. On the other hand,
field equipment and supplies for use in the theater of operations and in the eacly care and evacuation of battle casualties are special in character. Their procurement must be
planned for well in advance. Of course the rate of consumption of this class of supply varies from negligible
quantities in peace-time to enormous proportions in actual
combat.

Sources of Supplies Studied
For years the manufacturing potentialities of pharmaceutical houses and instrument makers have been surveyed by
the Surgeon General's Office. Without this advance plan•
ning, it would be impossible to meet needs in time of a
national emergency. About 5,000 items for the care of the
military personnel in modem medico-military practice are
maintained on the medical supply table. Recent develop•
ments in supplies for field use include mobile surgical opec·
ating rooms of the trailer type, new mobile X -ray units that
can be packed or unpacked in fifteen minutes and can p ro•
duce cadiographs for study in one-half hour, and completely
furnished hospital unit ca,s in which patients can be ex•
amined and given medical and surgical care.
In order that the extensive program discussed can be carried out, large numbers of trained personnel are required.
Foe the professional medical care of the United States Army
of 1,400,000 there are required approximately 8,500
doctors of medicine, 2,100 dental surgeons, 1,000 doctors
of veterinary medicine, 8,500 trained nurses, and 67,000
Medical Department enlisted men. These ace exclusive of
personnel attached to tactical units for field duty. The Medical Department has established two large Medical Replacement Centers at Camp Grant, Ill., and Camp Lee, Va., for
the training of enlisted men and, in addition, operates tech•
meal and professional schools foe all classes of Medical
Department personnel.
It is anticipated that 50,000 horses and mules will be
used by the United States Army. The Medical Department
must supply the services of veterinary officers foe these as
well as for the Army remount service and foe the inspection
of meat and dairy products intended foe Army consump•
tion.

Exams Precede Retirement
When a member of the military service is relieved trom
active duty and returned to civil life, regulations require
that he be given as careful and as thorough a physical ex•
amination as that given him upon his entrance. Again the
X-ray and Electrocardiograph play an important part. The
intelligent care that is exercised to keep the soldier healthy
wiJI undoubtedly return him to civil life not only with a
stronger physique but with a medical discipline inculcated
in him that will serve him well the rest of his life. Even
those men who have been caJled and then rejected for
physical reasons are given an analysis of the Army Board's
findings which in many cases enable them to take corrective measures to overcome or minimize the defects found.
T H E A L UMNI QUARTERL Y

I. S. N. U. Clubs
Tazewell County
The Tazewell County Normal alumni met on September
22 for a steak fry at Mineral Springs, Pekin. Two car loads
of faculty members drove over from ISNU and a large number of Tazewell County alumni were present.
The steak was fried and served by a committee of cooks
from the First Methodist Church. A quartet of boys from
Pekin High School started off the program. T here were
several short speeches which included President Fairchild's
"Highlights on Homecoming." Professor Admire led the
entire gr.oup in singing. After the speeches and singing,
everyone joined in the old fashioned game of charades. Bil!
McKnight, vice-president of the Alumni Association.
seemed to be the champion when he guessed the most
stunts.
- N orris Mitts

Champaign County
The ISNU Club of Champaign County had eighty-four
people present at a dinner meeting held at the Champaign
Junior High School October 21. This was reported to be
one of the largest dinner meetings the ISNU Club has had
since a dub was organized in Champaign County.
The evening's entertainment began with a bingo game.
Then the group sang a few familiar songs. Two boys. from
the Champaign Senior High entertained the group. Bob
Shelby played two musical pieces on his accordian; and
Dale Pherris, a popular ventriloquist, and "Oscar" entertained the group with amusing chatter.
Ralph Shick presided at the business meeting. After the
secretary's report and the treasurer's report, an election ot
new officers was held. The new officers for the coming
year are Mrs. LeRoy Qualls, president; Glen Tilbury, vicepresident; Miss Mary Brennan, secretary; and Miss Muriel
O'Malia, treasurer.
Among those present at the dinner meeting were William Small, president of the Alumni Association; Mrs.
Gertrude Hall, Miss Margaret Peters, Miss Ellen Sorenson ;
Prof. Donald Weismann, and Dr. J. W. Carrington, all of
Normal.
Dr. Carrington, the speaker of the evening, discussed a
few of the problems we as teachers arc confronting and the
effect the present war may have on education.
- Florence DiGuisto

present. Remarks from a member of each year's t rip impressed us with the fact that while each trip differs from
all others, the spirit of adventure and comradeship is always
the same. Favorite tripper songs brought back happy memories, and Dr. Lathrop showed pictures of the 1941 trip.
Miss Isabelle Billings was chosen as the new president
of the T rippers Club, succeeding Miss Elsie Hodgson. The
club will meet again in Chicago sometime in February.
- Hulda Rieckenberg

Peoria County
T he Peoria County ISNU Club met at the Y. W . C. A.
in Peoria Oct. 30, 1941. Forty-one members and guests
were present.
Mrs. J. J. Render held the business meeting immediately
after dinner, and a unanimous vote was cast for the following officers for the new year; E. J. Joosten, president ; Miss
Maria Crowley, vice-president; Miss Ethel Gerber, secretary,
and Miss Dorothe Walsh, treasurer.
Joe Johnson presided as toastmaster. Everyone was asked
to stand and give the year of his graduation from Normal
and some interesting event or experience. Following this,
Mrs. Gertrude Hall gave us recent news from the campus.
Dr. H. 0. Lathrop was in charge of the main item on the
program-the showing of pictures of the 1941 .Geography
Trip. The pictures were beautiful and were thoroughly
enjoyed by all in attendance.
Dr. Lathrop, Prof. Floyd T. Goodier, Mrs. Hall, Mrs.
H. 0 . Lathrop, and Miss Ellen Sorensen came over from
Normal.
- Norma Bullock

Macoupin County

T he regular meeting .of the ISNU Club was held in
the Evangelical Hall in Carlinville at noon on October 31.
Luncheon was served to twenty-one members and guests.
At the close of the business meeting, Mrs. Gertrude Hall
gave us some of the Normal news. She told of the new
improvements in the Metcalf Building and the auditorium.
The entrance .of Fell Hall is to be remodeled and a new
swimming pool added to the gymnasium.
Mrs. Laura Pricer also told us that the old library has
been made into classrooms for the English and geography
departments, and Mrs. Hall gave us an invitation to the
Normal luncheon to be held at the Wesley Foundation
Geography Trippers
during the High School Conference November 8.
The nominating committee p resented the following
Next to taking a Geography Field Course the most en- .
joyable thing to do is to relive experiences together. This, officers who were elected for the coming year: Miss Mary
Bryant,
Bunker Hill, president; Har.old Jester, Mt. Olive,
I am sure, was the consensus of opinion when eighty trip•
pers gathered at the Co-Op for their annual Homecoming vice-president ; and Miss Bess L. Andrews, Bunker Hill,
breakfast. In addition to the trippers of all years, from the secretary-treasurer.
The meeting was adjourned for the afternoon session of
pioneers of 1926 to the 1941 group, President R. W. Fairchild of ISNU and Dr. H. 0. Lathrop and Prof. Leslie the institute.
- Bess L. Andrews
Holmes, who have conducted the trip in recent years, were
N OVEM BER,

1941
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Vermilion County

St. Clair County

The annual meeting of the Vermilion County ISNU
Club was held Nov. 4, 1941 at the Hotel Grier-Lincoln
with sixty in attendance.
Donald Holley, president, was in charge of the program
following the dinner.
Reports of the secretary and treasurer were read and
approved. The club voted unanimously to accept the
recommendations of the nominating committee for the new
officers as follows: B. C. Beck, Danville, president; Miss
Helen Stover, Hoopeston, vice-president; Miss Ethel Crane,
Danville, secretary; and George Clinebell, Oakwood,

The annual dinner of the St. Clair County JSNU Club
was held at Brockman· s tea room in East St. Louis on November 10. "Normal Loyalty" and " Hail Alma Mater"
were sung at the beginning of the meal.
After the dinner Miss Emma Kohl of Bellev.ille, president
of the club, introduced Prof. Leslie A. Holmes, who showed
colored motion pictures of the western field trip sponsored
by the university geography department. The pictures and
talk by Mr. Holmes were both interesting and entertaining.
At a short business meeting the foll.owing officers were
elected: Miss Irene Macke, Belleville, president; Miss Elsie
Sine, East St. Louis, vice-president; August F. Joellenbeck,
Mascoutah, secretary; Miss Elenore Krug, Belleville, treas-

treasurer.

The president introduced Mr. and Mrs. George Fox and
Mr. and Mrs. James Lockhart, parents of ISNU students;
also L. A. Tuggle, county superintendent of schools, and
Mrs. Tuggle; George Hoff, Class of '97, and Dr. R. W.
Fairchild, president of ISNU.
Dr. Fairchild introduced the following guests: Russel
Guin, a member of the State Teachers College Board, and
Mrs. Guin; Prof. Clarence Orr, Prof. John Green, Dr.
Francis Hibler, Mrs. Dorothy Garrett Brunk, all of the
ISNU faculty; and Mrs. Gertrude M. Hall, alumni director,
and Miss Ellen Sorensen, alumni secretary and secretary to
the president.
Expression of appreciation was made to the various
committees. .Group singing was conducted by M iss Helen
Jennings and accompanied by Miss Mary Helen Carey.
Prof. Charles A. Harper was the speaker of the evening;
and h is subject, "Today's War" was interesting to all.
The meeting closed with the singing of the Normal
Loyalty song.
- Ethel L. Crane

Piatt County
The Piatt County ISNU Club banquet was held at the
high school cafeteria in Monticello November 5. Officers
of the club who arranged the banquet included Leslie
Harshbarger, Monticello, president; Ellison Hoke, Cisco,
vice-president; Miss Olive Bidner, Mansfield, treasurer ; and
Miss Eleanor Junker, Monticello, secretary.
A variety program with the following numbers was presented; group singing led by Miss Emma Knudson of
ISNU; a vocal solo by Glenn Howard of Cisco; humorous
readings by Jack Hayes, Mansfield, and a piano solo by
Carolyn Morris of Monticello. The program also included
several numbers by a string ensemble composed of the following JSNU students: M iss Rosemary Holm, violinist;
Miss Virginia Pruden, cellist, and Miss Margaret Reeves,
pianist. A solo dance by Janice H utson of Monticello concluded the program.
Officers elected during the business meeting for the ensuing year include Ellison Hoke, Cisco, president; Harold
Stambach, Cerro Gordo, vice-president; Miss Yvonne Humbert, Monticello, secretary; and Miss Juanita Beard, Mansfield, treasurer.
Guests from JSNU were Mrs. .Gertrude Hall, Dr. Margaret Cooper, Miss Knudson, Miss Blaine Boicourt, Miss
Neva McDavitt, Dr. Stella Henderson, Dr. Charles Decker,
and Dr. John Kinneman.
-Eleanor Junker
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After the election of officers Mrs. Gertrude Hall gave a
glimpse of Old Normal by telling about the recent improvements that have been made on the campus and some that
are being planned for the future. Mrs. H all also introduced
Miss Ellen Sorensen, another representative and guest from
ISNU at this meeting. . She then answered various questions regarding ISNU activities put to her by a few of the
club members.
After the meeting was adjourned, club members visited
informally before leaving the tea room.
-Clara B. Neubauer
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Mrs. Sarah J. Cramer Richmond, who
:Utended ISNU about 1870, recently celebrated h-er ninetieth bir thday at her home
,,ear Dunlap. She has six children, eleven
(;:randch ildren, and seven great-grandchildren.
Henry Metcalf (diploma 1890) visited
in Normal when -en route to New York
after filJ:ng a speaking engagement in St.
Louis several weeks ago. H e still heads
the Bureau of .Personnel Administration
which be founded in New York City
twenty-two years ago. The fourth edition
of Personnel Administration, Its Principles
and Praccices, or.e of a numbe r of publications written by Mr. Metcalf, will appear
early next year.
W. H . D. Meier (diploma 1896) has retired from active service after tea<:hing
for fifty years. He lives at Trenton N. J.,
~nd is now giving his entire time to writing for publication. This has been part of
his work for some forty years. When
reminiscing recently Mr. Meier wrote, --1
once had the honor of presiding over
Wrightonia. I have had many honors t,c.
stowed upon me since th-en but none that
has given me greater pleasure."
Dr. I. D. Taubeoeck (degree 1922) o i
Bronxville, N. Y ., appeared on the pro.izram of the McLean County · Teacher~
Institute August 28-29. He teaches social
studies and public speaking in the Brom:•
v]le High School and also directs the
Bronxville public forum.
J . Edward Radley (1920-1923) is cor•
ooration counsel for the C ity of Peoria.
Miss Deborah Solliday (1920-1923) hos
been appointed nutritionist by th e State
Civil Service Commission and took up her
new duties November 1. Her headquarters are in Springfield.
Dwight Alderson (diploma 1926) ~as
been in the research department of the
W es tern Cartridge Co., Alton, since 1933.
He is married and has three children.
Miss Lottie Nelson (degree 1924) of
W inter Haven, Fla., was a campus visitor
October 23 and attended the Homecoming
play. She owns a real estate business at
Winter Haven and believes that Florida
is the best place in the world to live.
Miss Blanche H amilton (1923-1924,
1925-1926) of Danville recently became
first vice-president of the Illinois Conference of Negro Youth. For six years
she has been an assistant in the offi.oe of
Chief P robation Officer H erbert M. Culp,
Danville.
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1Jn ilrmnrtam
Levi R. Fitzer (diploma 1886) died August 21 at Highland Hosp1tal, Rockford. He had been in failing health for several weeks.
Mr. Fitzer attended the University of Chicago after leaving Normal and was
for a number of years superintendent of schools in Boone County. His wife,
the former Louise $wail of Belvidere, preceded him in death. Surviving are a
son, two daughters, and five grandchildren.
Mrs. Bradley C. Downing (Winifred Smith, diploma 1916) died July 14 at
her home in Chicago.
Long a resident of Bloomington, Mrs. Downing of recent years played an
important role in Chicago music circles. She organiz.ed the first children's con•
cert of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and was a member of the wom-en's
board of the Chicago Symphony. At one time she had been music supervisor at
Cicero.
Her mother, a broth-er, a sister, and Mr. Downing survive.
Miss Ruth Berry (diploma 1921) died at the Amboy Public Hospital August 5.
Funeral services were conducted at her home in lee Cente r.
For the past fifteen years, Miss Berry had taught in the Mount Morris elementary school. Surviving are one brother and one sistel'.
John H. G laeser (degree 1925) died October II at the St. Joseph's H ospital,
Breese. He had been ill for several months.
Mr. Glaeser began his teaching in a onc•room rural school in Adams County
and late r held the position of superintendent of schools at Biggsville, Cisco,
Varna, Toluca, Trenton, and Matherville as well as at Wildrose, N. Dak. He
obtained a master' s degree at the University of Chicago and had studied toward
a doctorate at Washington University.
Funeral services and burial were in Trenton. Mr. Glaeser leaves his wife,
three sons, and the~ grandsons.
Miss Grace Nix (degree 1925) passed away October I at the h0me of a sister
in Springfield. She had been seriously ill for some time and was forced to g ive
up her work as director of Williston Hall at the Northern Illinois State Teachers
College during the summer session.
Following he r graduation from Normal, Miss Nix taught in rural, elementary, and high schools, serving for a number o f years as dean of girls in the
Springfield High School. She held a .master's degree from Co~umbia University
and had studied at the University of Chicago and Northwestern University.
One of the founders of the state organization of Delta Kappa Gamma, Miss
Nix took an active part in the work of the American Association of University
Women and in the state and national associations of deans of women.
Lieut. Alfred Voss (degree 1940) was killed in an airplane crash October 15
near Selfridge Field, Mich. He was forned to bail out of an army ~-purs~it
plane when flying at 10,000 feet and fell to the g round without his parachute,
which became separated from his body.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Voss of Elgin, Lieut. Voss was a gradua te of
the Elgin High School. He majored in physical science at ISNU, was prominent in campus activites, played end on the football team, and was a member
of the baseball squad.
C. H. Becker (1925-1927)) was promoted to the assistant managership of the
Illinois farm Supply Company in January,
1940. H e is married and has two sons.
Ralph W. Fromknecht (degree 1927),
superintendent of schools at Butler, was
at ISNU for Homecoming. Mrs. Fromknecht is also an ISNU graduate, and

they have one son who is four years old.
Cecil M. Carlock (deg;ee 1928) accepted a new position as -woodworking
and general science in.s tructor in the
Wentworth Junior High School, Calumet
City, this fall. He had been educational
adviser in a CCC Camp.
Miss Clelia F. Daly (degree 1928) is
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teaching physical education in the Feitshans High School, Springfield, this year.
She formerly taught at Clinton.
Maurice Graff (degree 1929) has a new
teaching position at the LaCrosse, Wis.,

teachers college. He received a doctor's
degree in political science at the University of Iowa last summer.
Kenton A. Kendall (degree 1931), who
formerly taught at Carlock and Roanoke.
is now on the College of Agriculture
staff at the University of Illinois.
Miss Janet K. Smith, assistant professor
of art at ISNU from 1931 until 1938, received a doctor's degree at Teachers Colle~e. Columbia University, last summer
and is now head of the applied art department at Iowa State College.
Maurice S. McElhiney (degree 1932)
teaches building trades in the Chester
High School.
To the alumni office came this letter from an ISNU graduate who
teaches in the Snowbird Indian Day
School near Lake Santeetlah in the
heart of the Smokies.-Ed.
Robbinsville, N. C.
Sept. 30, 1941
Dear Friends:
The government furnishes to th-e 3,556
Cherokee on the Quala Bo undry of 57,800
acres, as to the other people of the United
States, school education, and medical aid.
Di rected by a force of ninety teachers are
the boarding school, with an enrollment
of approximately one thousand children,
four day schools with an enrollment of
some four hundred pupils, and adu lt education. A twelve.year course of vocational and academic training is offered.
In early times the Cherokee occupied
and claimed parts of six states including
North Carolina. At the close of the Civjl
War, this domain had di.minished to
Western North Carolina,
Northern
Georgia, and Eastern Ten~ssee. As the
white migrant came, treaties and more
treaties were made, with the Indians always losing. The culminating treaty of
1838 disarmed them by force, and Winfield
Scott took charge of troops which drove
many of the Indians by foot to Oklahoma
Territory.
Tsla (Charlie in English) killed an
officer and escaped into the mountains.
Scott agreed that if TsJa came out of hiding to face his punishment of death the
tribe might stay in the Smokies, mountains
named for the heavy blue haze which
hangs over them by the Cherokees who
loved them so well. Tsla gave his life,
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PORTRAIT OF MISS NIX
Rare charm and timid grace were hers!
W ith frrm hand and warm heart
She cared for all of us.
And when we sometimes failed to understand her
It was because she could not put in
words
The things she felt.
Bue on out dressers there would be a
rose or book
To speak the words she could not say.
Peace had a friend in her,
A truly quiet mind, so fashioned by
much suffering.
Great feelings of her own which lesser
souls may never know,
Lived through her life,
Endearing her to all of us who k new
and loved her.
She believed in life and in the great
Creator who fashioned it.
And now, she has gone ahead a liule
way
With that same faith and courage
To wait for us.
-Genevieve L. Lawless
in "The Northern Illinois"

and hence the Cherokees continued to live
among the mountain peaks, less than 600
miles from Normal.
As high as some of the Rockies, the
Smokies are wooded to the very top with
thick, Jeafy trees. The Cherokee paths
have honeycombed the heavy forests from
log cabin to Jog cabin. Th•~ 140 species
of trees, 250 kinds of birds, and innumerable species of wild flowers have been
a school of nature study for every baby
carried papoos,,e-wisc, every boy and girl,
and every man and woman.
This garden becomes aflame with color
in October as the ·Chernk~es celebrate an
annual fair, with their greencorn dances,
Indian ball games, archery and blow*gun
contests, baby cont-ests and educational
displays of vegetables, crafts, and club
projects-all corresponding to the Illinois
state and county fair e xhibits where agriculture, homemaking, and crafts are
stressed.
Sincerely,
Blanche Nelson (degree 1932)
Jake Shelton (degree 1933) with Mrs.
Shelton and their two-year old son moved
to Rushville in September from Sterling,
where ,M r. Shelton had been vocational

agriculture instructor for seven years. His
new position is that of rural rehabi litation supervisor.
CharJes Marsh (degree 1934) is teaching in the San Christobal Valley Board*
ing School at San Christobal, N. M., this
year.
Raymond Oesch (degree 1934) is an in·
structor in the weapons department at
Fort 'Riley, Kans.
Jack C. Rosseuer ( d~gree 1934) received his master's degree in journalism
nt Northwestern University at the close of
the summ~r session. He teaches in the
Oak Park High School.
Miss A lma C. Coe (desree 1935)
moved to Harvey this year, where she is
art instructor in che Thornton Township
High School. Raymond Baush (desre-e
1935) is teaching music at Sidney, Edmund R. Ahern ( degree 193 5) has a new
teaching position in Kankakee, and Burnell Applegate (degree 1935) is industrial
arts instructor in the Champaign High
School.
Ralph D onaldson (degree 1935) completed work for his master's degree at
Iowa University this summer. He teaches
art i!l the Florida State College for Women.
William H . Re,ugh (degree 1935) is
now superintendent of schools at Dolton*
wh·~re he was formerly principal of the
Lincoln School.
,\lfred Robinson (desree 1935) is em•
ployed in the engineering division of the
Curtis-Wright airplane plant at St. Louis,
Mo. His group makes plans for all
changes in aircraft designs.
G. G. Schmalz (degree 1935) is teachin.2: in the Junior College of Bucknell
University, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
New health education d irector of th-e
YWCA, Bloomington, is Miss Wallace
Wesley (degree 1935) . She also directs
girls· club work. Miss Wesley rcc-eived ,1
maste r's degree from the Universi ty of
Oregon and formerly taught at Geneseo.
Ernest E. Bair ( degree 1936) is now
commercial instructor and assistant coach
in the Decatur High School, Charies S.
Davis (degree 1936) teaches commercial
subiects in the Pittsfield High School, and
George W. Latham (degree 1936) has a
new position in the Gilman High School.
Dale Shaner (degree 1936), vocational
agriculture instructor at Marshall, is now
teaching defense classes. Mr. Shaner received. his master's degree from the University of I llinois in 1940.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY
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A eumb::r of ISNU graduates in the
Cbss of 1937 secured new teaching positions btc: t his foll. These incl ude lvl iss
Marjorie H edg~s, who is now at Chicago
Heights; Walter Bright, who is science
:>nd industrial arts instructor in the G:t•
m.1n High Schcol ; Alvin F. King, a
member of the \Vhcaton Junior High
S:hnol tc;\ching staff; Miss Mar)' Jean
Mj,r:is, who moved tv Virginia; Miss L.

I.oucs~- Mentzer, now located at Cissna
Park; l\·!iss K,uhryn Mary Mais:mncuv-.!,
who is tc,1ch:ng i n the \'X'ashingtcn

Sdw:11, Blno!"ingrnn, and Lzonud Peterson, n~,u•·cm;tt ics ;md civics in struct:ir in

the

Kisbwaukcc

C~mwlicbtcd S~hools,

Still1~1an Vall~y.

i\•! iss \'v'inifrcd B:tldwin (de.i.;rec 1937)
~t Grcm:~·s Business
~ ·•i!ese, Chicago.
i\-!iss Rmb Bra:c (deg ree 1937) cor.1plctell ti··? work for her 1naster·s degre<..·
at T eachers College, Colu1nbus Un:vcr.;1t)1 durin.r, t he summer sessi<ln.
She
t:::ach<:s '.lt Yorkville.
A l·~tter to his parents from Private
(··b .rr y M. Dunham (degree 1937) of
C~'W pany f, 36th Id., reveals th:H he has
h -c·1 ad•riitted into the band at Camp
r- :lk, I.a . He :.tlso sings in a chorus d:rc:-te:I by Julius Zabawa, noted rnusician
.~Pd •'t>--·r;l singer.
J~m s R H i!d~bran<l (dtgn:e 1957) has
been pronrntcd to srnff sergeant in the·
I 30th !nf. a t Camp 'Robinson, Ark.
Hobert Ko~hler (degr,ee 1937) vis:ted
tl~e campus in October. He teaches in
Monroe, N . C., where schools are d osed
during Colton-picki ng time.
Claire S. Po tter (degree 1937) of Bardolph reports that he and Mrs. Potter are
the parents of a baby daughter born
September 7. The young lady h?.s hecn
na·..,cd Barbara Jane.
OrvilJc Rig~s (degree 1937) lias b<:cn
:tppointtd registrar and professor of busi•
ncss administration at Lincoln Colieg(·,
Lin::oln. He t'Cceivc:d his master's degree
in busi!less adminstra ti on :.tt the Univer,;ity of Illinois.
Robert W alker ( degree 193 7) of
Chenoa took a group of thi rteen agriculture students to the American Royal
Live Stock Show in Kansas City, .Mo., I'!·
cently.
Among members of the C lass of 1938
filling new positions this year arc Miss
Phillis Allen, who moved from Robinson
is tc-,1ching shorth:rnd

to Mt. ,Pulask i ; J ohn T. Gunning, formerly of Jacksonville, now teaching in
NOVH<BER, 1941

Marriages
Au~usta Barbara Bartels (1912·19 15) to Warren F. Wattles. At ho,~h. Chevy
Chase, Md.
Es ther Arn ett (diploma 1918) to Kenneth E. Lebo. At home El Paso.
Margaret Burke (192:;, 1925) to D anie- I Spannagle. At home Champaign.
Ruth l)ay (diploma 1926) to William McFa rEng. At home Decatur.
Arlene Verdell Nelson ( 1926,1927 ) to Erwin L. S1ucphert. At home Lamoille.
Lenta E. Reid ( 1927) to Rc:v. David Goodwin. At home E:tst Moline.
Doroth>• Doris Dirks (diploma 1930) to Ron.dJ \ Xfilli:un C luk. At lwmc
Quincy.
J cs:.:ph inc Mann Bast (diploma 1931) to \'v' illiam B. Munro. At home Uloom·
ington.
Evelyn l\j, Gotthar<.!c (<l:ploma 1931) to Leonard E. Al exander. At hmrn:
G.:neseo.
Eve!yn E!izabeth H offman (diploma 1931) to Norman Ta)•lor. At hrnnc Chirngo.
t.iujorie Oest-: rle (diploma 1931) to H,uolJ Eddington. At IHH!l<: Dwight.
S:elb Snidor ( 1926-1927, 1929, 19; 1) to Merle E. Stitt. At home El P,so.
L-:R oy Hummel ( 1931-1933) to ,P•::arl Lappin. At home Kankakee .
I:fary Al ice Muic (diploma 1933) to Rev. Calvin Schmitt. At home las Vegas,
New ivfcx ico.
Do nna Sticher (1 93 1-1 933) to Donald Bowyer Affiack. At hom e Centralia.
Eclyd,e Myrd e Bayler ( 1928-1930, 1932, 19,4) to John M . Clark. At home

Annapolis, Md.
Nancy Leach (19 32•1934) to Vernon F. Barr. At home Puerto R:co.

Codc!ia Mann (1933-1934) tv \'v' illi:1111 F. Stcw,,n. At home East St. Lt1l1is, .
lrc!1e Nordine (degre-.? 1934) to Francisco Rosal. At home Cbic,1go.
naymond Quinlan (degree 1934) to Beatrice Dons. At home Monticello.
lkb~r ta Roberts (diploma 1934) to James K. Bromley. At home Chicago.
Marjori-e Cook Vaughn (degree 1934) to Donald Sperry. At home Bloomington.
G lady.s Carter (diploma 1935) to Edward n. Hawley. At horn~ E lmwood.
Monica Dalton (diploma 193 5) to H.tro ld Carmody. At home T owanda.
Lucille Larkin (degree 1935) to Richard A. Micdleto n (1930-1932). At home
131oomington.
Anna Gertrud~ Na lbach (degree 19;5) to LeRoy Illard Qualls. At home Urbana.
Hckn Louise Sc-ngcr (diploma 19'5) to Donald Eugcn-e Upson. At home
Janesville. Wis.
Gru : Sp~ers (degree 1935) to Orville Jon,:s. At hon~e Pt:kin.
Akron, 0.; Gknrlon 0 . Arvin, who taught
in Georgia for tluet years and is now at
East Chicago, lnd. ; Robert L. Smith, who
moved from Thompsonville to H errin;
Wilfred W . Oesch, now at Rankin, for•
merly at New H o lland; Paul V. Hudelson, who was at Chebanse and now has a
new position :.tt Sheldon, and Miss D orothy Deitz, who mo~d from Browning to
Atlanta.
l3yron Barton (degree 1938), who h.is
been studying at the University of Nebraska for the past two years, now teaches

geography at the U niversity of ,Pennsyl-

vania.
J ohn Pricer (degree 1938) who is stationed at Camp Elliot, San Diego, Cal.,
with the Second Ma rine Division, vi si ted
in Normal during the latter part of October.
Miss Hazel Draper (degree 1938), who
teaches the fourth grade in one of the
Galesburg elementary schools, renews her
,;ubscription to the Quarterly and reports
that she has studied for three summe rs
at the University of Wisconsin.
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Marriages
Helen Strimple (degree 1936) to Birger A. Hansen. At home Bloomington.
Margaret Catherine Switzer (diploma 1936) to James Olson 'Rankin. At home
White Heath.
Arla Bird (diploma 1937) to Vincent J. Miller. At home East St. Louis.
l)orothy Margaret Hjemvick (diploma 1937) to Milford R. Wix. At home
Morris.
William Howard Moore (degree 1937) to Carol Linorc Ch ristensen. At home
Mason City, la.
T egia Marie Renken (diploma 1937) to George Edward McB ride. At home
Mason City.
Eleanor Schiltz (diploma 1937) to Kenneth W ernimont. At home W ashington,
D.C.
Genevieve Schoop (diploma 1937) to Wi lliam Boian. At home Chenoa.
Don Snyder (degree 1937) to Opal W ehrl..:. At home Evanston.
William C. Clouser (1937-1938) to Pearl Titus. At home Berwyn.
Olive Co rbin (degree 1938) to Alfred C. Brawn. At home Hope, Ark.
Beulah Cox (1938) to Edwin Dintclmann. At home Five Forks.
Emma Louise Cox (degree 1938) to J. Maurice McGill. At home Rockford.
Jeanette Johnson (diploma 1938) to G eorge D . Slygh. At home Carmel, Cal.
Grace Kollar (1935-1938) to Dr. Paul Edmund Keiser. At home Au rora.
Kenneth McAliscer (degr-ee 1938) to Rachel Butler. At home Hilo, Hawaii.
Louise Miller (diploma 1938) to George A. Brown. At home Waverly.
Helen Louise Plut (diploma 1938) to Junior J. W his ler. At home Green Valley.
Ruth Nadyne Timmons (1938) to James W. Nelson. At home Arthur.
Ralph L. Ragsdale (degree 1938) to Carolyn Ray. At home Forreston.
Geraldine Strange ( 1937-1938) to Harry Byron Landholt. At home W oodstock.
Victor Vahldieck ( 1936-1938) to Geneva Corrigan. A t h ome Streator.
Delora Whisnant (degree 1938) to S. Edgar Lauther. At home Davenport, la.
Mary Archer (1937-1939) to Floyd Gaddey. At home Lawrenceville.
Evelyn Betnard (1935- 1939) to Richard C. Geh rig. At home Bradford.
Ramona Coen (1938-1939) to W esley Erickson. At home Chicago.
Eleanor Council (1936-1939) to Richard W oith. At home Bloomington.
Kenneth W. Cross (degree 1939) to Dorothy Lantz. At home Galesburg.
Mary Irene Donna (diploma 1939) to William Blatnik (degree 1939) . At
home Braidwood.
Paul Gregory (1938-1939) to Bette Evelsiz-er. At home Decatur.
J ean H ill (1938-1939) to George Billings. At home Dixon .
Jean Ireland ( 1937·1939) to Donald McClm-e. At home Eureka.
Evelyn Lane (diploma 1939) to Willard W ilson (degree 1938) . At hon,~
W apella.
Mar jorie A. Meagher (diploma 1939) to George .Patrick Malone. At home
East St. Louis.
Alice Ellen Moery (degree 19}9) to Edward P. Klepac. At home W ashington,

D. C.
Lindsey G. Morris (degree 1939) to Isabelle Codo. At home Marseilles.
Jeanne Reynolds ( 1938·1939) to Thomas Miller. At home Silvis.
Eleanor Richards (diploma 1939) to Herman Timmerman. At home East ,Peoria.
George Soper (degree 1939) to Detty Louise Dorr. At home Gibson City.
M ildred Trigger (1938-1939) to Edson Howell Hart. At home Delavan.
Louise Wickert (d iploma 1939) to James E. MacGregor (degree 1938). At
home Flanagan.
Robert L. Wilcox (1937-1939) to Phyllis White. At home Minonk.
Genevieve Atkinson (d,eg ree 1940) to Wayne W ipert (degree 1938) . At home
Kewanee.
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Robert Hobbs (degree 1938) is working
on a national defense construction job at
the Pacific Naval Air Base on Midway
Island.
James C. Hodge (degree 1938) recei"ed a master's degree from Northwestern University at the close of the summer session there. He teaches at Caledonia, Mich. Graduating in the same
class at Northwestern University was Orville Sayers (degree 1936) of Lincoln.
After three months of study in the Naval Reserve Mi dshipman's School at Abbot Hall, Northwestern University, Vance
Kauffold (degree 1938) received an ensign's commission in the United States
Naval Reserve.
George B. McNeely (degree 1938), who
formerly taught at Blandinsville, is now
serving as agriculture instructor at Ventura Junior College, V,entura, Cal. Mr.
McNeely has been doing graduate work
at the Colorado State College during
summer sessions.
Miss Dorothy Romersberger ( degree
1938) assumed her new duties as home
adviser of the Jersey County Ho me Bur•
eau September L. Miss 'Romcrsbergcr had
heen teaching at Minonk.
Thirty-niners who have new reach ing
positions this fall include Elmer Hilgendorf, Loda; John C. Hubbard, Tuscol., ;
Alexander Godat, Ferguson, Mo.; James
Waters, Ri dgcfarm; Miss Ruth Mack10son, Kempton; Miss Margaret Webb,
Victoria; James E. McDonough, Chanute
Field; Miss Ruth Schmitt, Williamsfield,
and John P. Allen, Lincoln.
Charles Dieken (19}7-1939) is now in
the cattle buying department of Swift &
Company, Chicago.
Among memln-rs of the Class of 1940
to receive new positions arc Miss Edith
AaJZcsen, Metamora; .Miss Myrtle Robinson, Fulton; Edwin Pearson, Havana;
Miss Lorraine M. Hatscher, Madison, and
Miss Dorothy Verne Luken, Riverton.
Mi!ton A. H oltz (degree 1940) is as:--ociated with the Noble Music Company,
D ecatur, as a music instructor and sale-sman.
William E. McBride ( degree 1940) has
.,e,en commissioned an ensign in the aviation division of the United States Naval
Jteserve. He is a flight instructor at Pensacola. Fla.
Corporal Albert Berry (degree 1940),
Sergeant Dexter Ashbrook (1938-1941) .
Lieutenant Jack LaBounty (degree 1940) ,
Sergeant William Nance ( 1937·1940) and
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Corporal Walden Cade (1938-1941)-all
stationed at Camp Forrest, Tenn.-attended ISNU Homecoming activities.
8ruce Orr (degree 1940) teaches in the
riew air corps technical school at Sheppard Field, near Wichita Falls, Tex.
Wilson Richmond (1938-1940) was
graduated from the Air Corps Advanced
Flying School at Kelly Field, Tex., October 31.
Many of those who completed their
wo rk at ISNU in 1941 secured position~
<luring the latter part of August, Septem-

ber, and the early part of October. These
indude Miss Frances Neeson, Sparland;
Miss Gladys Erickson, Delavan; Miss
Louise Matthews, .Pesotum; Eugene Sut-

ter, Waverly; Joseph Buford, JacksonvilJe ; Paul V. Crafts, Cherry Forks, 0.;
Miss June Davidson, Geneseo; Miss
W inifred Hanson, Lostant; Miss Ruth
Heinemann, Belleville~ Miss Louise Hob•
k irk, Lincoln ; Miss Mary Kay Schuler,
Bement, and Leonard L. £lander, Lowell.
Othe rs are Miss Betty Louise Bush•
meyer, Quincy ; Miss Vivian C. Russell,
Cehula Vista, Cal. ; Miss Fayette Samuel,
Clinton; Roy L. H ostettler, Forrest ; Miss
Mildred Mackey, Dana; Shields Logsdon,
Granite City, and .Miss Margaret Stover,
Benson.
T he fol lowing men, who were graduated from ISNU in 1941, are not teaching but are engaged in some type of defense work or military service: Vernon
Beggs, Harold Dautenhaho, Harold DeWecse, Donald Fitzsimmons, Robert
Hammond, Kaleem Hazer, and William
Hines.
Others are Melvin Holtz, Duane Kirchoff, Otis Knudtson, Edgar Livingston,
Harold Mintem, Lyle Neer, Arthur
O'Byrne, Peter Palumbo, Ralph Price,
Witliam Reed and Frederick Slusser.
Still others include Joseph Vucich,
Marvin Wi lson, Charles Zoller, and John
Baldini.
John Davis (degree 1941) is assistant
instructor in chemistry a t Purdue Un ivers ity, whe re he is also doing graduate
work.

Gordon Isham (degree 1941) is superintend-ent of the Barry elementary school.

Floyd King (1937-1941) has begun a
four year enlistment in the United States
Navy A ir Corps and is now at Pensacola,

Fla.
Frank A. Marschik (deg ree 1941) is
supervisor o f national defense traini ng at
\'<food River.

NOVEMBER, 1941
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Marriages
Sara Becker (degree 1940) to Loren McGary. At home Petersburg.
Ruth Blacker (diploma 1938) to Bernard Ryder (degree 1940) . At home
Mason City.
Almira Bratton (1938-1940) to J ohn S. Stowe. At home Bloomington.
Mary Frances Cooper (1939-1940) to Edward H . Seifert, J r. At home Avon.
Virginia Coulter (degree 1940) to Theodore Vose. At home Yates City.
Mabel Coy (diploma 1940) to J oseph Meyer. At home Springfield.
Hildred Davies (1939-1940) to J. Robert Conrad. At home Davenport, la.
Dorothy Pearl Davis (degree 1939) to John J . Selberg (1937-1940) . At home
Bloomington.
Lorena Davis (1934-1936, 1940) to .Moulton Fulton. At home Ashland.
Hazel Dixon (diploma 1940) to Raymond K. Hart. At home Wyoming.
Annabel Elliott ( 1938-1940) to Ralph Brucker. At home Cropsey.
Margaret Foster (1939-1940) to Stanley Wilson Alcorn. At home Peoria.
Paul W. Jones (degree 1940) to Mary Jane Komorowski. At home Dwight.
Grace Keeney (degree 1940) to George Richards. At home New Berlin.

Robert Lienhart (1939-1940) to Viva Malone. At home Maroa.
Lois McConathy (degree 1940) to Byro n E. Battershell. At home St. Louis, Mo.
Lenore Marie Pundt (degree 1940) to Luther Van Meter (degree 1939). At
home Elgin.
Mary Shadley (1939·1940) to Michael Tighe, Jr. At home Fairmount.
Martha Ann Simmons (degree 1940) to Wilbur D. Capps. At home Columbus, Ga.
Helen Smargiassi (degree 1940) to Jack LaBounty (degree 1940). At hom~
D echerd, Tenn.
Louise Varble (diploma 1940) to D . L. Royal. At home Greenfield.
Charles Vincent (1939-1940) to Bernadine Beitz.. At home Normal.

Lucile Waters (degree 1940) to Elwyn L. Bosomworth (1938- 1940) . At home
Brockton.
Norma Ames (1939-1941) to Warren Hallock (1938-1941). At home Moline.
Marjorie Jean Blair (1939-1941) to Clifford Ervin Benson. At home Bloomingt0n .
Elizabeth Christiansen (1938-1941) to J. W. Ringeisen. At home Bloomington.
Ruth Dewhirst (1938, 1939, 1940, 1941) to Ralph P. Norton. At home Normal.
Herman Hall (1940-1941) to Grace Voyles. At home East Alton.
Marybelle Gamble (1939-1941 ) to William Howard Miller (degr,ee 1940) . At
home Normal.
Ruth Graham (1940-1941) to Kenneth Canady. At home Morris.
Elizabeth Halane ( 1938-1941) to George F. Spirduso (1937-194 1) . At home
Normal.·
Lowell J. Kuntz ( 1940-1941) to Ruth Elizabeth Ackerman. At home Huntley.
Margaret L. McHugh (1938-1940) to George Baker ( 1938·1941). At home
Clinton.
Donald R. Motter (1939-1941 ) to Lillian Summers. At home Leaf River.
David Orchard (1940-1941) to Corrine Meier. At home Paw Paw.
Kenneth Robley (1928, 1932, 1941) to Eliza Parks. At home Armington.
Lucille Robison (diploma 1936) to Samuel Nicholas (degree 194 1). At home
Rantoul.
Jerome Leonard Samples (1940-1941) to Martha Stewart. At home Moline.
Ruby Ellen Smirh (diploma 1939) to Ber tha! D. Brummet (degree 1941). At
home Cam p Point.
Betty Tobias ( 1940-194 1) to Charles Nance. At home Chicago.
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They added the elevto
Normal's

enth

string of Homecom ing
victories in as many
years.

HOMECOMING
Sre11e : the State Normal Campm.
'time : ·rh11nday, October 23, 8:1 5 p.m. lo S111ulft)1,
lober 26 1 noon.

Ot-

,,1.

Dirfflor: Che.uer
(''Che!") HammerlHnd.
ParlicipantJ: 822 alm1111i, 1,620 J/11dc1111, 200 fac11lty
member1.

This was a strange setup, to be sure-but it was a strange
production in the making. It had no one theater; instead it
sprawled across the Capen stage, the gymnasiums, McCormick field, Old Main, and the whole south end of the campus. It had no specific backer, no producer, no scriptwriters.
But what it did have amounted to some positive as~ets.
The Industrial Arts Club produced a handsome thirty-two
page program for its participants. Its music was furnished
by a university string group, four dance orchestras, a dozen
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marching bands. Its heroine was a popular local coed. Its
rhythm was timed to quicken the pulsebeats of all those who
could catch the excitement of campus things.
The shew was simply the twenty-first edition of a spectacle long famil iar to the campus: Homecoming 194 l.

Premiere at Capen Auditorium
To light the fuse for the string of weekend events, Dra,,-,,tics Te1eher Mabel Clare Allen sent her team of players
into the field for action. At newly decorated Capen Audiloriwn, when the audience had settled itself, the curtain
went up on Th, P<1r-Off Hi//J. A well-mannered fable about
m'dd le-class Irish folks written by Lennox Robinson, Hi/1.r
w:1s s.o light in substance that a gust of dramatic win<l
might have carried it off the stage. Homecomers slid back
THE ALUMNl Q UARTERLY

comfortably in their seats and accepted the broguish performances of Miss Dorothy Bowers, Miss Marjorie Munns,
and Wade Hannah as friendly contribut'ons to the expanded
anecdote that made up the play.
The fuse touched off a blaze at 10:45 when, after a
shouting, crooning, laughing, carousing torch parade through
the streets of town, the gang wound up .on the south end of
,i,e campus and celebrated the Homecoming bonfire.
At the first of several climatic points, the villain of the
p'ece- too much of the wrong kind of spirit-entered the
picture. Crusading Normal and Wesleyan groups surreptit'ously visited each other's campus and painted bright N's
and W's on the buildings and gates. This exh'bition of
pent-up emotionalism dampened the excitement that belongs to Homecoming just enough to make the succeeding
events anti-climaxes.

Freshmen vs. Sophomores
But on Friday h istory was made.
It started in front of McCormick gymn in the muddiest
part of the campus. Twenty-two warriors clad in shorts
marched to the spot with one deadly purpose in mind-to
reverse tradition. T hey did. Against th is foe-the sophomore class, long accustomed to losing the annual tug-o-war
-only eighteen freshmen showed up. Result: for the first
time in ISN U history, the sophomore class led by their
president, Art ("'Sailor" ) Friese, outs.oaked the freshmen,
headed by Bob Fredeen.
Dance No. 1 attracted a few hundred students and alumni
Friday evening to the gym. Harold Stokes and his WGN
orchestra were engaged at the zero hour by Chairman Chet
Hammerlund after Ozzie Nelson had canceled his contract.
To the music of Chuck Bischoff and his band the dancers
were already familiar.
But Dance N.o. 2 offered several novel attractions. Main
one was the appearance of an all-girl orchestra. Ada Leonard, Chicago's famed burlesque star of the past decade,
brought her seventeen musicians to the platform of the
men's gym, practically wowed the spectators with an ultraslow rendition of "Star Dust." About Lang Thompson and
his band the student body knew only two things-he was
young, and he was a cousin of Publicity Director Mrs. Gertrude M. Hall. They found his Saturday night music danceable, singable, likeable.
Before the last strains of music had faded into air, however, the cr.owd had watched a parade, sat through a football game, and swallowed doughnuts and coffee at a recep-

all-school election she won first place by a wide margin.
A two-column cut in The Videlle put her face before hundreds of readers. Finally, at the Saturday night dance, Miss
Betty VonAllmen, picked from among fifteen candidates,
was given the official title of Homecoming Queen in a coronation ceremony.

A junior majoring in health and physical education,
Betty thus became one of that handful of campus immortals- along with Carolyn Ringenberg, Dolly Vance, and
Frances Kitchell of recent years- who have reigned as
queen over Homecoming activities.

In a weekend so crowded with events, it is impossible to
note everything that might be considered notable in its own
right. Alpha Tau Alpha took first place among organizations entering the Hobo Parade. Lawrenceville's colored
track star, Marion Cole, was rated the winning hobo of the
contest. Among entries in the house decorations competition, the " Death Valley Daze" conceived by Smith Hall
and the Esquire cover facsimilied at 403 South University
Street won kudos. As in past years Springfield High
School's band marched to top rating in its division, while
the Clinton and the Children's School bands were judged
first in their respective classes.

And a Toast to Returning Alumni
No summary of Homecoming by a student would be complete without a verbal toast to the alumni. Whether or not
they realize it, the graduates who come home on that favorite October weekend are, in the last analysis, the really significant thing about Homecoming. Of the eight hund red
and twenty-two of them who came back to the campus, first
t.o register was Miss Jean Allen, '4 1, of Evanston. At least
seven were graduated in the last century- Miss Ellen Edwards, '73, of Normal ; Miss Mary Thomas, '73, of Atlanta;
Mrs. Jessie Wilder, '78, of Bloomington; Miss Lillian
Stubblefield, '8 L, Atlanta; Daniel Reardon, '91, Delavan;
Henry Metcalf, '90, Westport, Conn. ; Miss Florence Edwards, '90, Normal.

For it is the reunion of former students, the meeting between student and alumnus, the handshake between oncampus and off-campus folk, that keeps the spirit of Homecoming warm long after the curtain has come down on its
panoramic action.

tion.

T welfth Homecoming Victory
With enthusiasm not quite up to par on Saturday afternoon, the Red Birds, their victory record unchallenged
through ten successive Homecomings, outplayed their
Southern opponents easily through four fast quarters. Besides showing the Normal pass-and-running offensive combination as a great gridiron asset, the game proved that
players like Moreiko, Alldridge, and Ferguson need only
uniforms, a pigskin, and opponents to demonstrate their
skill. The results of the match were: Normal 18, Carbondale 0.
T he heroine of the show made her appearance late, but
her name had already been on tongues for more than a
week. She had .been introduced at a school dance. In the
t);:)VE' '. CE~,
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T his resume of H omecoming
by an ISNU senior will help
you understand the pictures that
follow.
Note the three presidents-winning house decorations--the
.d oughnut reception--and that
history-making tug-o-war.
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H O M E COMERS
ALPHA TAU ALPHA- John W. Hodge, Willard E. Wilson,
Paul V. H udelson, Julian Schmidt. Paul Ives, Max H. Kuster,
Dill Ives, Lyle A. Hutson, Carl J. Nelson, Richard L. Wood.
ART CLUB- Virginia Good, J osephine Lafferty, Clara E.
Elan, Preston Ensign, H elen Pri<.'. C Sheaffer, Mary Lester, Joyce
Kinsey, June Davidson, M)•rde J. l ilc, Louis G. Hadlc)', Shirley
Colene Hoose, Jeanene Eymann, Mildred Spires.
COMMEHCE CLUB-Martha Fenwick, Mary Irene Donna
Blatnik, \VilJiam Blatnik, Charles S. Davis, J:::<lward Pearson,
Ella Mae Elgin, Leonard L. Elander, Shirle)' Blue Stewart, ]a<.·k
Childress, Lorraine Anderson, Dorothy Anderson, Viq:iniz
Dunm ire, F.di1h Shakespc:arc Merkle, Honense F.munds Holley,
Gertrude B. Hainlin, Kcndric BanJ.!S, George Brown, Eunice
Bunny, Theos Anderson, Eileen Haynes, Clyde Lawrence, Paula
Edmunds Greene, \'Villiam Whitehouse, Willard C. Fisher, Raymond A. Quinlan, Janette A. Pfam:, Ferne Skinner Kelly.
GAMMA DELTA- Florence Schere, Rudolph Harms, Gertrude
Rachowicz, Milton A. H ohz, F.lsie G. Buser, Paul Krueger, Ka}'
Shofner, Arvilla Nords trom, Carl J. NeJson, Viola Crone, F.lcanor Crone, Marjorie Berg, Hclcn Lindgren, Vi rginia M. Kinsinger, Marjorie Voight, Minerva Johnson, Ooris Jean Redfield,
L: stcr Mehlbcrg.

GAMMA THETA UPSILON- Ulricka Janssen, Gladys Harvill, Jennie Lamb, Ne lie M. Kello~~. Irene Sylvester, Mildred
Makinson, Mildred C. Werner, Norman Carls, Joe Buford, N ina
K. Chesebro, Isabel K. Billings, L. F. H irst, Elma Aubrey, Hal•
lie E. Cross, Bernadine Keirn, Leta L. Marsh, Ross N. Pearson,
Dean Davis, Lorene Brandner, Virginia Kindred, Ruth Mackin~on, Gladys Mackinson, Mi ldred Haefele, Ruth Flynn, Gercrude
Sampen, Frances Ruda, Mar.c;aret Alkire, Frances H. Hall, Harry
L. Adams, Lois M. Adams, Katherine Hawthorne \'Velsh, M. C.
Welsh, Lillian Brown Hoke, Beatrice Brown Hanner, Mamie
Likeness, Louise D. Haac:k, Carrie S. Gaffney, 1:aytima Pond
Helmle, Grace E. Jenninr.s, Anna Louise Matthews, Cora Belle
Ska~gs, Elsie G. Hodgson, Ruby Leslie, Elizabeth J. Gou~ar,
Lela Rainey, Floyd Lccnerman, Pearl Sarius, Lola B. Moatc,
Fred D. Bacher, Eunice R. Blackburn, Erma Barricklow, Helen
Shippy, G race Gutzler, Mary Elizabeth Young, Man ha Grace
Ewing, LaVonnc Spiers, Mabel J. Cihak, Rose S. Sands.
HIERONYM US CLUB- Jean Wa'kcr, Helen Louise Masten,
Glena Luc.ille Masten, Dwigh t K nous, Carl A. Butcher, Juan ita
Beard, Rosemary Schoeny, Marjorie Jorstad, .M ildred Haefele,
Carol May Lr nn, Nelda Harms.
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB-Mildred Haefele, Jane Anne
Keuerson Morris, Betty Jane Rouse Flood, Emma Jaques, Elsie
Lux, E ai ne ln~ram Huggins, Georgianna Leigh, Evelyn Olden•
stadt Warren, Blanche S. M oore, J eanne Brigham Bozar1h, Jane
Larri(·k Heitzman, hances Liehr, Adele Lcilheit, Mildred Oay.
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HOMECOMERS
ISNU GEOGRAPHY TRJPPERS CLUB-Norman Carls,
Frances Ruda, Ruby Leslie, Marian H. Dean, Mary Elizabeth
Young, Josephine Simkins, Irene Brown, Frances HaH, Elizabeth J. Gougar, Lois E. Whitaker, Mildred Haefele, Mamie
Likeness, Elsie D. Sine, Gertrude D. Sine, Gertrude A. Hastings,
Grace L. Karl, Evelyn Gourley, Ruth Mackinson, Gladys Mackinson, Carrie S. Gaffney, Faytima Pond Helmle, Mildred C.
Werner, Genevieve Walston, Joe Buford, Gertrude Sampen,
Mary Ribordy, Elsie G. Hodgson, Evelyn Heilman, Martha
Grace Ewing, Isabel K. Billings, Grace Gmzler, Mabel Ticlkemeier, Jennie Lamb, Hulba Rieckenberg, Ulricka Janssen, Gladys
F. Rarick, Freda Resor, Lois G reen, Edith Harvill, 111elma
Grumb?es, Marie Summers, Lavonne Spiers, Helen M. Buzick,
Leora Harris, Roberta M ies, Margaret Alkire, Margaret B.
Trayer, Erma Darricklow, Viola A. Steinlicht, Irene Sylvester,
Elma Aubrey, Evelyn Kirk, Ruth Flynn, Lola B. Moate, Marie
Claude, Louise D. Haack, Nellie M. KcJlogg, Joyce \Vinings,
Helen E. Shippy.
INTERMEl)IATE T EACHERS CLUS-Lu<lla Cantral Cobb,
Betty Cole, Helen Eichler, Doris Park, Frances Buder, Eleanor
Crone, Marjorie Jorstad, Marcella Young, Yvonne Stutzman,
Arlene Rhoda, Lucille Humbert, Erma Manning.
KAPPA DELTA Pl- Edith Beniamin, Virgel Torkelson, Alice
Simpkins, Lola B. Moatc, Ellen J. Brenneman Thomas, Alke
Bennett, Frank J. Bcrta'an, Albert J. Percilli, Marge Mayne
Busey, Ruby Leslie, Elsie G. Hodgson, Charlotte Michelson, B.
C. Moore, Helen K. Ryan, Adelaide Heinicke, William Staker,
Angelo D. Bollero, Ida F. Hieronymus, Benha Morris, Violet
G. H achmeister, Isabel Anderson, Eleanor McBride, Ruth M.
Schneider, Marjorie B. Miller, William A. Miller, Irma Schroeder Andrews.
KAPPA MU EPSILON- Mildred Louise Schulze, Clarence D.
Richardson, Mary Kay Schuler, Violet G. Hachmeister, Dorothea McNeal, Edith Benjamin, William Staker, Mildred Theis,
Miriam Wierman Anspaugh, Robert E. Anspaugh, Max Chiddix,
Frank J. Bertalan, Roy Larsen, G len Tilbury.
KINDERGARTEN CLUB-Marjorie Bane, Gertrude Sampen,
Lois Dawson, Eliza Ellen Wright, Doreen Donaldson, Madeline
Hines Stanger, Beulah Rudiger Thomas, Helen Hershey Hurtt,
Kate Lou Ives, Faye Mansfield, Luella Schultze, Florence Brownfi~ld, Maxine Lind, Frances Shepard, Betty Lou Cox, Bette Weber, Phyllis Mallory, Mary E. Dougherty, Doris Jean Redfield ,
Marjorie Berg, Rosemary Schoeny, Theresa Spreitzer, June Mary
Orr, Edith Cuno, Lucille Dowdall, Irene Arnold, LaVene Leach,
Barbara Mann, Veronica Prew, Marion Wilson.
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-Louise Matthews, Miriam
GJasener, Louise Jones.
LOWELL MASON CLUS-Lola Johnson, Rosemary Hender•
son, John R. Hansing, Howard Doolin, Jerry Meteer, Bill Lemons, Lucille Holloway, John C. Hubbard, Fred Stephenson,
Mildred Spires, Lenore Van Met-er.

HOMECOMERS
MEN'S GLEE CLUB-Kendric Bangs, Walter Bright, Walter
Dunn, Howard Doolin, Delbert E~genbr:rger, Charles En<lslC)',
Lucille Holloway, John Hubbard, PauJ Hudc son, Dwight
Knous, Bill Lemons, Charlie S. Ncwcon, Berri D . Orris, Guy
Quick, Fred Stephenson, Haro ld Treash, Robert L. Wilcox, H.
B. Tate, Richard Noble, Lyle Neer, Earle Smith, Glenn Six, Dale
Rich, Joe Sailor.
N CLUB-Ralph Kingery, F.verctte Ryan, J oe Vuc.:id1, Jack
Secord, E. Wayne Gross, John R. W hicc, James Goff, D. K.
Darl ing, F.d. Rashke, Leslie Rutledge, F. A. Whicc, James
Stahler, "Stretch" Miller, L. A. McKean, Ellis Wade.
NEWMAN CLUB-F. W. Gillen, Louis $. Zclip, Anne
Whalen, Bernice Maras, Frances McKern, Mary Alice Morrissey,
Eleanor Kraft, Mabel J. Cihak, Ro.se Sands, Lolita Keebler,
Eileen Webber Haynes, Angelo D. Bollero, Pauline Van Racm•
donk, Ber1rndinc Coss, Mar1,,taret Tjelle, Gertrude Kcnher, I.ucille Larkin Middlewn, Richard A. Middleton, H arry Joria, Mil.
drcd Zimmerman Alderson, Dolores Klein, Lorene Schmi(lc.
ORCHESIS-Fayetta Samuel, Evelyn Starkey, Pauline VanRaemdonk, Jean Keith, Ruh)' Arnin, Helen Belknap, Alice Blum,
Doris Groshong, Louise Huff, Martha Humphrey, Patti Love•
lock, Mary Murray, Edith Nicholas, Andrea Riber, frnncis
Stack, Roxie Witts.
PI GAMMA MU AND PI KAPPA DELTA-Mildred Isenhower Dillon, George K. Brinegar, Edith Benjamin, Pauline
Mossholder, Virginia Bab<.:Olk
PI OMEGA Pl- Martha L. Bussert, Ralph Price, Wilbur 1-1.
Cluver, Edith Shakespeare Merkle, Maurine Kemp, Eleanor Mc1

~~~:J~i~~~i~·1lac~~pi3~~if~ t~o/~t?,;sslJP~~o~~r~l~~ •M~:ryE/;i:~
Wilma Buchholz, Violet G. Hadrn1<:iscer, Ralph L. Burd, Helen
Musa Rankin.
PRINGLE HALL CLUB-Bernadine Coss, Odessa Hca~y,
Ann \'v'halcn, Manha Hall, Bernadine Mu!cahy, Rita Kurtenbach,
Georgiabclle Samford, Nina Chesebro, Hazel Morris, Vivian
von Qualcn, Margery Madison, Margaret Tjellc, Mar)' Rozum,
Flora Morris, Dorothea Hazon, Bernice Q uaka, Ray Schilling,
Gwcndol)'n Rohr, Mildred Watson, Vi rginia Roeske, Helen
Frankie.
RURAL CURRICULUM CLUB- Pauline Palmore, floy Ekin,
Arlene Blakeman, Jean Walker, Louise Jones, Margaret Tjelle,
Thomas Cheever, Marjorie Street, Wanda Voi:;cl Ri.1ylc, Eleanor
Mathew, Ruth Croxen, Helen i\fastcn, Mary Richardson, Glena
Masten, Dwight Knous, Evelyn Armstrong, frnnccs Rich, Emil)'
Klemm, Dorothy Klemm, Janette Gilbert, J essie Deaver.
THETA ALPHA PHI-Charlene Paul, l.oi.s H alliday, Shields
8. Logsdon, Alberta Cochran Keltner, John Keltner, Margaret
Parret, William Staker, Geneva Allen, \'v'ilma Aust in, Jim DePew, Betty South, Eleanor Kloss, Effie Lou Crane.
WOMEN'S LEAGUE-Wilma L. \'<'ohler, Lola W. Johnson,
Jean Merrell, E.Jcn R. Petty, Wilma Anderson, Rose Homann,
Lois Halliday, Doroth)• Deitz, Louise Matthews.

Directory of I. S. N. U. Club Officers
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
Presidenc, Mrs. LeRoy Qualls, 1102 :\Xf. California St.,
Urbana ; Vice-President, Glen Tilbury, 906 S. Anderson, Urbana; Secretary, Miss Mary L. Brennan,
1010 S. Orchard, Champaign; Treasurer, Miss Muriel
O'Malia, 107 N. Elm, Champaign.
CHICAGO CLUB
President, Miss Ruth Drown, 741 N. Austin, Oak Park.
Vice-President, Miss Mamie Likeness, 3236 Home
Ave., Berwyn; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss lmogeoe
Norton, 1513 Schilling, Chicago Heights; Assistam
Secretary, Miss Virginia Stoner, 12512 Maple, Blue
Island. Executive Board members: Miss Adelaide
Green, Miss Marie Claude, Cornelius Henze, Miss
Rebecca Springscuo, Wayne Wipert, Harry G. Spear,
Everett Holt.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
President, Miss Sadie Noren, 1201 E. Jefferson, Bloom•
ington; Vice-President, Miss Eleanor Wolff, Mt.
Auburn ; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Bernice Maras,
Kincaid.
DE WITT COUNTY
President, Miss Doris Cisco, Clinton; Vice-President,
Miss Kathryn O'Mallie, farmer City; Secretary, Miu
Kate Ives, Clinton; Treasurer, Mrs. Verneil Wash,
Farmer City.
FORD COUNTY
President, John VanHuss, Sibley; Vice-President, Miss
Ro berta Mies, Roberts; Secretary, Miss Eleanor
McCrory, Gibson City; Treasurer, Harry Diehl, Gibson City.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, Halbert B. Tate, Oswego; Vice-President,
Miss Lo is Whitaker, 415 North Maple, Gilman ; Secretary, Miss Rose Naseef, Chadwick ; T reasurer, Herbert Garman, Buckley.
KANE COUNTY
President, Wayne Branam, Caneret, N. J. ; Vice-President, Miss Rose Dean, 276 S. Broadway, Aurora;
Secretary-Treasurer, M. R. Stephan, 103 S. Porter,
Elgin.
KANKAKEE COUNTY
President, Robert Hobbs, Los Angeles, Cal.; VicePresident, Miss Geraldine Darrough, 1042 E. Court,
Kankakee; Secretary-Treasurer, Reyon Shockey, Camp
Polk, La.
LA-SALLE COUNTY
President, Mrs. Alvin Legel, Stre11tor; Vice-President,
Miss Lucille Broadus, Ottawa; Secretary, Miss EldaJine Dulian, Grand Ridge; Treasurer, Ralph Bates,
Serena.
LIVINGSTON COUNTY
President, Charles Franci.s Beck, Atlanta; Vice-President, James McGregor, Flanagan; Secretary-Treasurer,
Miss Sara Mu llaney, Fairbury.
LOGAN COUNTY
President, Lara Hardin, 435 N. Union, Lincoln; VicePresident, Miss Esther Volle, AtJanta; Secretary,
Orville Sayers, 220 Pekin St., Lincoln; Treasurer,
Roy Schilling, Elkhart.
MACON COUNTY
President, Francis Brown, 1352 W. Riverview, Decatur;
Vice-President, Miss Ruth Pearson, 1464 W. Forest
Ave., Decatur; Secretary, Miss Emma Glenn, 961 W.
William, Decatur; Treasurer, Ralph Westerman, Jr.
High School, Decatur.
MACOUPIN COUNTY
President, Mary Bryant, Bunker Hill ; Vice-President,
Harold J ester, Mt. Olive; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss
Bess Louise Andrews, Bunker Hill.

MADISON COUNTY
President, 0 . J(. Darling, 1004 W. Main, Collinsville;
Vice-President, Miss Gertrude Sampen, 1800 Main
St., Alton; Secretary, M rs. OrviJJe O . Brunjes, Hart·
ford; Treasurer, Mrs. Fred Weber, 604 Ramey St.,
Edwardsville.
MC LEAN COUNTY
President, Roy Ramseyer, Bloomington; First VicePresident, Wendell Oliver, Bloomington; Second
Vice-President, Miss Mildred Lierman, Bloomington;
Secretary, Mrs. Paul Rice, Normal; Treasurer, Miss
Winifred Bally, Normal; Historian, Miss Jessie M.
D illon, Normal. Representatives: Miss Vera Quigley,
Danvers; Mrs. Harold Squier, LeRoy; Harris Dean,
Lexington; Richard Heflick, 166 N . State St., Elgin;
Wiley Hum, Stanford.
PEORIA COUNTY
President, E. j. Joosten, 153 Cooper, Peoria; VicePresidenr, Miss Maria Crowley, 109 N. Perry, Peoria ;
Secretary, Miss Ethel Gerber, Chillicothe; Treasurer,
Miss Dorothe Walsh, 125 Broadway, Peoria.
PIATT COUNTY
President, Ellison Hoke, Cisco: Vice-President, Harold
M. Stambach, Hammond; Secretary, Miss Yvonne
Humbert, Monticello; Treasurer, Miss Juanita Beard,
Mansfield.
ST. CLAIR COUNTY
President, Miss Irene Macke, 409 S. 13th St., Belleville;
Vice-President, Miss Elsie Sine, t365A Belt Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.; Secretary, August F. J ollenbeck, Mascoutah; Treasurer, Miss Elnore Krug, 424 W. Main
St., Belleville.
SANGAMON COUNTY
President, Mrs. Elmer Spencer, 2145 Bates Avenue,
Springfield; Vice-President, Miss Jennie Lamb, 227
South David, Springfield; Secretary, Miss Ruth Lit•
willer, 321 West Cedar, Spring.field i Tr,easurer,
Timothy Harrison, 3975½ Ellis Ave., Chicago.
TAZEWELL COUNTY
President, Murray W allace, No. 6 Heckler, Pekin; VicePresident, M iss G ladys Rarick, 9 19 Charloue Sc.,
Pekin; Secretary, M rs. Jacob Siebens, 323 S. Sixth,
Pekin; Treasurer, Osca r William Smith, 912 Highland, Pekin.
VERMILION COUNTY
President, B. C. Beck, 205 E. Conron, Danvil"e ; VicePresident, Mi.ss Helen Stover, 503 E. Penn St.,
Hoopeston; Secretary, Miss Ethel Crane, 504 N .
Jackson, Danville; Treasurer, George Clinebell,
Oakwood.
WILL COUNTY
President, Miss G ertrude Rosell, 218 Lincoln, Joliet;
Vice-President, Wilson Wierman, Wilmington; Sec•
retary, Miss Ruby Lesli:?, 812 Cochrane, Joliet.
Executive Board members, Miss Marjorie Newenham,
Crete, and Miss Gertrude Hamlin, Plainfield.
SOUTHEASTERN
President, Glen Fiscus, Lawrenceville; Vice-President,
Donald Osborne, Lawrenceville ; Secretary, Mn.
Henderson May. Canton; Treasurer, Alvin Hahn,
Olney.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
President, Miss Mary Frances Keyes, 1906 E. 82nd St.,
Cleveland; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Esther Hickey,
1852 E. 101st St., Cleveland.
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
Presidenr, Mrs. Jessie Peasley Scott, 1012 Fifth St., N.,
St. Pe1ersburg, (December-March); Vice-President,
H. E. Waits, 1027 Fifth St. , N ., St. Petersburg, Fla.;
Secretary, Mr.s. Florence Clark Curts, 435 Third Ave.,
N., St. Petersburg, Fla.

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
President--William Small, Petersburg
Vice-President--William McKnight, Bloomington
Secretary-Treasurer--Mrs. C. H. Adolph, Normal

